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OVERVIEW

‘CAYMAN RENAISSANCE’:
AN AROUND-THE-ISLAND OVERVIEW
he twin pillars of the Cayman Islands modern economic success have always been the financial services
sector and the tourism industry. However, the country’s property market has also played its part in the country’s
ever-increasing fortunes.
In the last few years, the development of, and investment in,
real estate has become increasingly more significant in both its
contribution to our wealth and in shaping the country’s landscape.
With around US$1.7 billion worth of residential real estate
alone on sale at any given time, it is not hard to see how important the property sector has become to the entire local economy.
Regardless of recent ups and downs in the market in the
United States, North Americans, alongside Europeans and
increasingly Asian investors, still want their piece of
Caribbean paradise.
The key players in Cayman’s property market are forever
subjected to widely differing predictions of the sector’s fortunes
based on numerous variables ranging from international wars
and presidential elections to credit crunches. However, despite
the trials and tribulations or the peaks and troughs of the international real estate market, the one constant in Cayman has
been the local market’s buoyancy.

Linked to both the offshore sector and tourism, the property
business has certainly benefited from those twin pillars.
However, with a distinct decline in our tourism since the
terrorist attacks of 9/11 in 2001, which was compounded by
Hurricane Ivan’s visit, also on 9/11, in 2004, it is a combination of the fortunes of the offshore sector and a willing number of well-backed developers to invest in Cayman’s potential
that is fueling the latest boom in construction and gains in the
property market.

T

PHOTO BY DAVID R. LEGGE

As the coffers of the financial services
firms swelled and their client lists grew,
their collective need for more commercial
space, as well as somewhere to place
capital investment, spurred on the
development train.

Historically, Cayman’s property sector is something of a
golden goose, and very few who venture in come away without
at least a little bit of the golden egg.
More importantly, as our local “free market” economy
measures its success by growth, the property market has by and
large played its part in keeping up one of the world’s largest
GDPs, as well as making a number of investors very happy.
When it comes to the bottom line, the Cayman Islands still
command attention when it comes to investment in real estate.

Even before Hurricane Ivan devastated the infrastructure,
major developers were already planning the transformation of
George Town and Seven Mile Beach as demand continued to
grow because of incredible gains in the financial services industry. As the coffers of the financial services firms swelled and their
client lists grew, their collective need for more commercial
space, as well as somewhere to place capital investment, spurred
on the development train.
After the hurricane, the injection of capital from insurance
claims and the opportunity to redevelop a number of prime real
estate sites resulted in an unprecedented construction boom.
While major developments such as Michael Ryan’s RitzCarlton Grand Cayman and Dart Realty’s Camana Bay have
attracted most of the headlines, there are many other commercial and residential developments in the planning stages, under
construction, close to completion, or already occupied. These,
too, have made a significant impression on the local landscape.
In the wake of Ivan’s destruction, Cayman is enjoying
something of a renaissance of development. No longer confined
to traditional locations or styles, the juggernaut of construction
is spreading right across the island offering new opportunities
for all.
GEORGE TOWN
From the downtown harborfront to Elgin Avenue, the islands’
capital has seen some significant changes to its modest skyline
in the last two years. Redevelopment of the capital is concentrated in the downtown harborfront area where the Royal Watler
cruise terminal has won the accolade of fetching the highest
square foot retail rental rate in the Caribbean.
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The demand for retail space as close as
possible to the cruise area is growing, as
those serving the needs of the approximately 2 million passengers passing
through the port on an annual basis simply need more room.
SEVEN MILE BEACH
With this beachfront being the most
expensive stretch of real estate in the country and a playground for the rich and well-

A combination of factors, including the
impact of the cruise passengers, the growing traffic
congestion, and their own natural growth has seen
the financial services firms begin a gradual
move away from the harborfront to the
more sedate area of Elgin Avenue.

PHOTO BY BILL BALDWIN

The terminal shops offer retailers
unprecedented access to cruise passengers
who pass through it on an almost daily
basis. Other retail premises are also
planned for the downtown harborfront
area and are also likely to fetch record rents.
The arrival of Margaritaville, the continuously rumored (but yet unconfirmed)
arrival of Hooters, and Port Tortugas,
another new development, indicate clearly the direction in which the harbor area
is heading.
A combination of factors, including
the impact of the cruise passengers, the
growing traffic congestion, and their own
natural growth has seen the financial services firms begin a gradual move away from
the harborfront to the more sedate area of
Elgin Avenue.
The newly completed office buildings at Cricket Square, Cayman National’s
headquarters, and what promises to be an
iconic new Walkers building are leading
the exit from downtown George Town to
a new financial district. Others are likely
to follow.
As the sector grows, lawyers, accountants, and bankers outgrow the quaint
Caribbean properties that once served as
their offices in downtown George Town, and
they are seeking slick modern spaces that can
meet their new demands as they become
ever bigger players in the global market.
Although Butterfield Bank has chosen
to construct its headquarters just behind
the harborfront, near the court building
and Legislative Assembly, this is likely to
be the exception rather than the rule. In the
coming years, we are more likely to see
future commercial real estate that becomes
available in George Town turned over to
local retailers.

to-do of North America, there is no denying that this five and half or so miles, (well
let’s face it, seven sounds better) of oceanfront has had much to do with Cayman’s
continued affluence.
The benefits of Cayman’s legislative
framework, its tax-free regime, successively
stable governments, and its dependency on
the United Kingdom make this an attractive place to buy property. Therefore, it
makes sense that investors would choose
the most attractive location in an attractive
place. It is here that the property market
has seen the biggest surge in construction.
From the continued development of
the Ritz-Carlton Grand Cayman, the redevelopment of sites such as the Caribbean
Club and the arrival of Camana Bay, this
area of Cayman is where the landscape has
changed the most in recent years.
Anyone who has been away for more
than five years would hardly recognize
most of this famous stretch of beachfront
because of the incredible amount of construction that has taken place. Nor is it
over yet. Brian E. Butler’s the Beachcomber
and the Renaissance at seven storeys will
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Islands. “The driving force behind the
development was to create an exceptional
community, not just to build property,”
she says.

The crucial issue, however, is that
while Seven Mile Beach remains as popular
as ever, it has virtually reached saturation
point, or, as the real estate professionals
like to say, “critical mass.” With one or two
very small plots remaining, the land is
essentially already in the hands of developers and spoken for.

THE OUTER DISTRICTS
For years the smart money, as they say, has
tended to be invested purely in and
around Seven Mile Beach. While some
developers have invested in condos for the
local residential market in Prospect and
Savannah, the big investors have looked
for locations that have delivered the greatest returns, and there is no doubt that
Seven Mile Beach has delivered the goods
year after year.

CAMANA BAY
Many things can be said about the emergence of Camana Bay: It is the largest single development ever undertaken in
Cayman; the sheer financial investment is
unprecedented; the design and attention to
detail are startling . . . and on and on.

Anyone who has been away for
more than five years would hardly
recognize most of this famous stretch of
beachfront because of the incredible amount
of construction that has taken place.

What is probably most significant is
that this new town illustrates exactly
what development can do when things
are planned properly and thought
through in advance.
Jackie Doak, Executive Vice President
of Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd., says that
Camana Bay is not just a development but
a long-term commitment and investment
in the quality of life in the Cayman

PHOTO BY BILL BALDWIN

also join Water’s Edge, the Caribbean
Club, and The Ritz-Carlton in contributing to the recent and dramatic change in
the Seven Mile Beach backdrop and rising
skyline.
According to Doug Sell of Butler
Properties, “For me, the sales activity on
Seven Mile Beach is the busiest it’s been
since the hurricane. I think that’s true not
just because of all of the new properties
coming onto the market but also because
the quality overall has gone up enormously. That’s what people want.”
The acquisition of several hundred
acres of land along the western end of the
Seven Mile Beach corridor by Thomas
Enterprises, Inc. will likely lead to even
greater changes in the coming decade. As
yet, however, there are no confirmed details
of what exactly Thomas will be doing with
the properties the firm has acquired,
including the Marriott Courtyard.
The opening of Governors Square and
the redevelopment of Park Place have
brought some new retail and commercial
space to Seven Mile Beach, and there are
still two or three plots for sale that could
provide opportunities for other smaller
commercial developments. The construction of the new HSBC office block demonstrates that Seven Mile Beach has lost none
of its appeal, even when it comes to commercial development.
Moreover, the arrival of Camana Bay
and the new Cost-U-Less store behind
Governors Square will direct more traffic to
the area, which is bound to raise interest in
developing other commercial premises.
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But having reached saturation point,
there is little property for the would-be
developer to build on, and, as a result, a
few canny property moguls are looking
into the future and heading east.
The Residences at Beach Bay in
Bodden Town will be a five-star luxury
resort on a secluded beach which is only a
short drive between George Town, on the
one hand, and Rum Point, on the other.
Developer Kevin Smith is “sweetening” his
luxury amenity mix by offering purchasers
complimentary memberships in the Elite
Alliance’s premier exchange program,
which will allow owners to vacation at
some of the most sought-after destinations
in the world, including Tuscany, Cabo San
Lucas, Bermuda, Palm Desert, Deer Valley,
and St. Andrews.
Other developers are heading to
North Side and East End where the future
of property development in Cayman is
likely to be.
There is no shortage of lots available
in this part of the island, and most come
with breathtaking views of aquamarine
seas, set against lush tropical backdrops.
If Cayman is to fulfill yet another of the
real estate sector’s prediction of elevating
its resort property, this is where we will
see the luxury end of Cayman’s market
prosper.
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date has shifted on several occasions, construction is likely to begin in 2008.
The steady growth in East End over the
last two years of Morritt’s Tortuga Club the
Reef Resort and a number of other projects
in the works all point to a definite eastern
renaissance. The area is attractive too for
developers as there is an opportunity to
improve on what has gone before and create modern resorts that offer new sales
opportunities at attractive price points.

Other developers
are heading to
North Side and East End
where the future of property
development in Cayman
is likely to be.

MAINTAINING THE MOMENTUM
As other areas around the island begin to
enjoy the trickle down from the wealth
generated in both George Town and Seven
Mile Beach, Cayman’s landscape is being
transformed. To sustain the surge in investment and ensure that all those who do
invest enjoy at least some of the golden
egg, there are other issues to consider,
including the market’s continuing relationship with tourism.
From the Ritz-Carlton on Seven Mile
Beach to the new Island Resort develop-

PHOTO BY BILL BALDWIN

With improving infrastructure, the
area is becoming increasingly attractive,
but, more importantly, its potential is
already being realized as several developers
have already made major commitments.
The Island Resort and Residences along
the Queens Highway promises a luxury fivestar resort that will seriously raise the bar for
quality, and the Ivory Sands project at
Cayman Kai will provide condos that will
boast some of the largest beach frontage
that buyers can find on the island.
Ivory Sands is somewhat unique in
that four prominent professionals—Kim
Lund and James Bovell of RE/MAX, Doug
Sell of Butler Properties, and Mikol Dise of
Cayman Kai Development—are all
involved in promoting and selling the
project. According to Sell, the co-brokerage
arrangement makes sense “because of the
wider exposure it will bring to the marketing effort.”
Further on this part of the island, promises of the arrival of a Mandarin Oriental
continue, and, even though the project’s start

ment in East End, real estate sales are
dependent on those who visit these shores
for more than an afternoon.
It is on this subject that members of
the property industry all sing from the
same hymn sheet. And the message that
they all raise their voices to sing is that government must focus on attracting overnight
tourists to the island in order to sustain this
growth. A successful real estate sector
depends on the sale, re-sale, rentable value,
and continued capital investment that
comes from an overseas tourist product.
Tourism statistics for September suggest
that a mere 11,457 tourists came to stay
overnight compared to nearly 70,000 who
visited by cruise ship. This imbalance, which
has accelerated in recent years, is especially
troublesome to those in the business of
developing and selling upscale properties.
Even with this in mind, however, the
business of property remains a very successful one. When we compare our real
estate market to almost anywhere around
the world, investors continue to see the
enormous potential for substantial capital
appreciation.
At present the faith in this country’s
ability to generate profit from development does seem to remain steady, and with
new and innovative developers taking
things to a higher level, that faith should
sustain Cayman’s renaissance for some
time to come. ❂
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GO EAST

THE RISKS—AND REWARDS—
OF ‘MOVING EAST’
BY WENDY LEDGER
hile the United States reels from its latest mortgage
crisis, some might say this is not the time to live out
the dream of becoming a property tycoon. However,
those in the know will say that the secret to successful property
development is all about building the right thing in the right
place at the right time.
For years, the Cayman Islands have provided developers
with all three, and even now, with virtually every square inch of
Seven Mile Beach already developed, canny property investors
still view the Cayman Islands as a sound place to break ground.
With so much development in Cayman post Hurricane
Ivan, however, the wise investors, it appears, are spreading their
wings from the tried and tested area overlooking Seven Mile
Beach to the beautiful untouched beaches in Grand Cayman’s
eastern districts.
Kim Lund, one of Cayman’s most experienced brokers,
who has helped numerous developers succeed here, says that it
is likely to be another 10 years before any potential sites emerge
along the Seven Mile Beach corridor, so the smart money is
going east.
The recent sale of the Beach Club on Seven Mile Beach to
Fraser Wellon—who plans to construct an ultra-luxury project
on the site called Watercolours—may the last substantial transfer of prime beachfront property well into the future.
“Anyone serious about developing here needs to start looking at the eastern districts,” says Lund.
With the Ministry of Tourism pushing its campaign to raise
the profile of the northern and eastern districts, along with a number of interesting projects already getting off the ground in those
areas, Cayman can still offer exceptional returns for those tycoons
who can afford to be in the property game for the long haul.
Being a property developer involves serious risk, but the
wise developer tries to make sure it’s not his or her own cash on
the line.
Lund explains that most will find financial backing from
various sources before investing, but Cayman is good place for
developers to raise a considerable percentage of the necessary
money in the pre-construction phases if all other elements
come together.
“It is an acceptable practice to sell anywhere between 30 to
50 percent of the development during the construction phase.”
This is where investors will make a considerable return on
their money and, hopefully, the developer will benefit from the
cash flow. However, before a developer can reach that stage, he
will still need a considerable amount of money to begin the
process—and this is where the trouble can start.
The early stages of any real estate development are the most
risky. Once suitable land has been sourced, the developer will
need to secure it with a non-refundable deposit, and anything
can happen between that point and breaking ground. The aim
during the “option time”—the period between putting down

W

the deposit and making the actual purchase—is for the developer to try to generate interest in what he wants to build there.
If things look favorable and there are no obstacles to the sale
of the particular lot, then the would-be-developer is on his way.
However, during the early stages of a project, numerous issues
could arise to suggest the chosen plot isn’t suitable or unexpected circumstances could make the purchase impossible, which
means the developer could walk away with a substantial loss.
Lund explains that developers can lose tens of thousands of
dollars in the early stages, and that’s really why the amateur is

It is likely to be another 10 years before
any potential sites emerge along the
Seven Mile Beach corridor,
so the smart money is going east.
—Kim Lund

deterred. However, for those with nerves of steel, the rewards, he
says, can be vast and well worth the early stage risks.
The recent plethora of new and redevelopments in Cayman
since Hurricane Ivan indicates that there are plenty of developers in Cayman who do have nerve and have reaped the rewards.
“The Pinnacle, Avalon, and Sovereign along Seven Mile
Beach were all very successful developments,” Lund says. “More
recently, Fraser Wellon’s project, Water’s Edge, although it had
to contend with Hurricane Ivan in September 2004, was still a
very profitable development.”
Having broken records for the highest-ever price for a unit
in a stand-alone condominium development, Water’s Edge
defines clearly how much money can still be made in real estate
development in the Cayman Islands.
Michael Beggs is not only an internationally experienced
developer but also the man behind one of the most interesting
new developments due to break ground on the north coast of
Grand Cayman. Having identified a scarcity of truly luxury
resorts in the Cayman Islands, he will be creating a high-end
“condo hotel” that combines residency ownership with a luxury brand hotel product.
Beggs believes that Cayman is an excellent place to develop
for a variety of reasons.
“This is probably the most pleasurable place to do business,” he says. “The legislative and business environment is
favorable, the political situation is stable and, unlike other destinations, there is no corruption. It really is head-and-shoulders
above other jurisdictions. There are efficient systems in place,
and people are responsible in Cayman.”
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However, he noted that it is still
important to do the research and to know
what to expect.
“Developments fail really in the planning; you have to know your location, how
you can sell it, and what the amenities are.
Anyone wanting to make that kind of commitment needs to drive around and understand the dynamic of the location.
“You also need to have people willing
to participate. As we found with the Island
Resort and Residences, if you have local
support and if you can see people sharing
your vision, you can make a success. We
did a lot of research to make sure we had
the right product and that we were plugging a hole in the market,” he adds.
Beggs also advises developers to work
closely with local architects and to be clear
about the plans.
“A developer can waste a lot of
money and time if he doesn’t give the
right brief, and a local architect can
“Caymanize” plans where necessary, so
you end up with ones that will work in
the location and are what you want. The
more they have to re-draw, the more
expensive it becomes.”
All of the planning and design is
financed long before pre-construction sales
can begin, costs which are incurred by the
developer before he sees any return.
In the end, a developer must be prepared to risk considerable capital before he
can be sure of making any profit at all.
A knowledgeable local attorney is also
essential to avoid potential legal pitfalls.
“An experienced attorney can provide
a checklist of essential preliminary steps
that need to be taken before firm commitments are made to acquire land,” advises
David Ritch of Ritch and Connolly, one of
Cayman’s leading law firms in matters
related to real estate development.
“It is critically important that any contract to purchase land for development be
made conditional upon obtaining various
licenses and other permissions that are
essential prerequisites to carrying on business as a developer. Failing that, an
investor may find himself contractually
bound to purchase land he cannot develop
for one reason or another.”
Ritch notes that foreign investors also
need to take steps to seek out Caymanian
participation before applying to the Trade
and Business Licensing Board (T&B Board)
for licensing.
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“The law requires all local companies
carrying on business here to be 60 percent
Caymanian controlled and 60 percent
Caymanians on the board of directors. Any
company not meeting those requirements
must obtain a Local Companies (Control)
License (LCCL),” explains Ritch.
Foreigners wishing to develop without
local partners must ensure that no
Caymanians want to be part of the project;
otherwise they could fail to get a license.
“If a financially qualified Caymanian
does come forward wishing to be involved
as an investor in the project, an arbitrary
exclusion of them by the investor could
result in the T&B Board refusing the grant
of relevant licenses.”
However, Ritch says Caymanians have
rarely come forward to express any interest
in participating in foreign-driven projects,
most likely because of the huge capital outlay typically required.
Although Ritch agrees with Beggs that
the local environment is conducive to foreign
developers, those that don’t engage local
attorneys could find themselves in trouble
with local laws relating to immigration as
well as business license issues, which can
derail the project.
“We are a jurisdiction that has traditionally welcomed foreign investment as a
mainstay of the economy, and the ground
rules for doing business here are well
known and relatively easy to comply with.
However, not obtaining the services of an
attorney at law for advice from the very
outset can have serious financial or other
consequences,” Ritch adds.
Foreign or home grown, it is apparent
that over the years developers here have
had a good deal of success. Butler Property
Development Group continues to be one
of the leading developers on the island and
is behind many of the most recent projects
along Seven Mile Beach.
Others, such as Dart Realty, the developers of Camana Bay, and Michael Ryan,
the man behind the Ritz-Carlton, Grand
Cayman, have both taken the risk on
enormous developments that they will be
reaping the rewards from well into the
future.
The question that remains now is,
with Seven Mile Beach essentially saturated, can future developers still make money
in the outlying districts?
Developer Kevin Smith is betting a
small fortune that they can. Smith is

PHOTO BY RICHARD ALDAMA
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BODDEN TOWN BEACH
building the Residences at Beach Bay, a
super-luxury facility located on beautiful
beachfront property in Bodden Town. “For
high-end purchasers seeking peace and
tranquility as part of their island experience, we think our site is actually far superior to the Seven Mile Beach corridor.”
The question remains open whether
the developers who have taken a chance on
the outer districts will make the same significant returns that have been made to date by
those building on Seven Mile Beach.
As far as Michael Beggs is concerned,
with even better than expected pre-construction sales, he’s confident the gamble
has already paid off. If things continue to
go well with his development, other speculative developments such as the Mandarin
Oriental may well come to fruition. It is
this knock-on effect, as well as government’s commitment to the east, that most
likely will attract other risk takers to the
beautiful beaches on the east and north
coasts of Grand Cayman.
In the end, the east may prove to be
Cayman’s new “right thing in the right
place at the right time.” ❂
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CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

THE ‘REAL BUILDERS’ OF
CAMANA BAY
ince the early plans for the creation of Camana Bay, the
developers, architects, and designers have received endless
accolades for everything from the incredible attention to
detail to the lavish landscape of the new town. However, the
founders and creators of this vision would not be seeing it come
to fruition were it not for those people who have physically
made the dream a reality. Since the groundbreaking in 2005, literally hundreds of people have labored in the Caribbean sun to
build this new community.
Grand Cayman Magazine caught up with some of the men
behind the hard work on the Camana Bay site just before opening weekend to ask them about the project and what part they
had played in it.

S

MIKE RHYNOLD—CARPENTER
A native of Nova Scotia, Mike has been working on the Camana
Bay site since the early days and has seen the town literally rise
from the earth which he and his team have spent a lot of time
digging. Primarily responsible for building and placing the conduits that carry the various cables and pipes under the town,
Mike has a very physical job.
“My main job is to construct or lay the structures or conduits that carry the electrical cables, the water pipes, and all that
sort of thing. This is a really complex job as there are lots of different lines, pipes, and cables all running underground carrying
water, sewage, and power.”
Mike explained that he and the men he supervises have dug
literally miles of trenches since they started on the site.
“The guys bought me a pedometer because I do so much
walking everyday as the site is vast, and I’m up to around eight
miles a day. We are all working long days now, too, as we push
to meet the deadlines which are fast approaching as the downtown area gets ready to open.
“The water tables are close to where we are working so
there are often engineering challenges to get the conduits laid,
but we’ve always done everything we can to make it happen. The
key to the work is keeping everything moving,” he said.
An employee of McAlpine, Mike says that when he walks
around the site, he appreciates that what he does is crucial to the
future of the community. However, because of the nature of his
work, no one is ever likely to see what he did—but he knows!
“The only sign that I was ever here will be the manhole covers,” laughed Mike, who says that after 20 years in the business,
he has never worked on such an incredible project.
“I was in Cayman during Ivan and worked as a volunteer
during and immediately after the storm, and this brought me
very close to the island—now it is great to be part of its future.”
WILLIAM EBANKS—BANKSMAN
Having begun his working life at sea as a merchant marine,
William Ebanks of West Bay says that he is a much happier man

working on the Camana Bay site than he was at sea. However,
“Knight,” as his friends call him, says that it is still tough,
although rewarding, work. As a banksman William’s role is safety related as he is responsible for the safe storage and security of
the materials on site.
With so many different materials moving around the site,
everything must be secure at all times. Any lapses in health and
safety can cost not only valuable man hours on the development
schedule but also can result in injury.
“On a day-to-day basis, I get calls from all over the site asking me to come and secure different materials. It can be anything from 2 by 4s and steel rods to Red Iron and fly panels,”
William said, adding that with so many different materials constantly in motion, he is on the go all day long.
An employee of Hadsphaltic, William has been working at
Camana Bay for more than two years, and he says that everyone
there has to be on top of his game.
“Sometimes the work can be tough, but you’ve got to get
into it. You can’t just sit and look at things because nothing will
get done, so you get on with it. We all work hard together, and
we get along. I’ve made some great friends here. The camaraderie
is part of the pleasure of working on the site.”
As a key part of the safety team, William says he is proud
of the overall safety record at Camana Bay throughout the
project’s history.
“So far it has gone really well, and no one has been hurt.
Everybody does what they are supposed to do, and we have
stayed safe,” he said.
Being out in the open on the site all day has also given
William time to contemplate what the emergence of this new
town will mean for his island: “I think Camana Bay will offer
something good for everybody in Cayman,” he said.
OWEN TOWNSHEND—IRONWORKS SUPERVISOR
Both his father and grandfather were iron workers, so Owen says
the work is in his blood. “I was born to this and, if I think about
it, I really didn’t have a choice but to learn it.” Fortunately, however, Owen says he loves what he does and recognizes the fundamental role he plays in the creation of a structure.
Supervising a team of ironworkers, Owen works hard in
the sun all day at a demanding physical job. He and his crew
are responsible for the structural steel in the roof framing and
the floor, so without them there are no buildings. It’s that
simple.
Structural ironworkers participate in many stages of construction. In effect, they erect the steel structure, following both
blueprints and supervisor’s directions. It takes intense teamwork
to raise and connect a huge steel beam. One ironworker operates
the hoisting machine, one holds the ropes that prevent the beam
from swinging, another directs the process, and others position
the beam in place and bolt it in.
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OWEN TOWNSHEND—IRONWORKS SUPERVISOR
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“At the moment we’re working from 7 in the morning until
6 in the evening, but I can’t wait to come to work each day. It’s
a great job,” he said. “This is what I do, and when I look around
the site now and see what we have done, it makes me feel proud.
I have the sort of job where I can look back and see what I, along
with our team, have achieved.”
Owen adds that there is a strong sense of reward in the
physical work when you see it as part of a whole, as part of a new
community.
As the supervisor of a crew of men, all of whom are working in tough conditions in the tropical heat at a physically
demanding job, Owen says he has to be a hard taskmaster in
order to coordinate what needs to be done, but he hopes he is
nice in how he goes about it.
“I do my best to make them love me,” he says with a smile,
“and I think we do a great job and get along fine.”
An employee of contractors GMC, Owen is originally from
Jamaica. He began working on the site in May of this year but
since he has been in Cayman since 1993, he has watched
Camana Bay grow—literally from the ground up.
GLENN E. ANDERSON—ELECTRICIAN
Working with BrittHay, one of the first contractors on site, Glenn
has been a part of Camana Bay from the outset. A qualified electrician, Glenn has primarily been working on the fire alarm and
security systems across the site and says he has been working at
full steam since the project began.
“Even for an electrician, it’s a physical job. Everything at
Camana Bay is underground so we are digging down to lay
cables, and some can be as far as 10 feet down,” he said.
A Caymanian from Savannah who is into body building,
Glenn says he has enjoyed the work, in part because of its diversity. From digging trenches to installing switch gear, Glenn has
had to call upon different skills.
“Probably the hardest job is mounting switch gear as it is technically challenging—everything has to be very precise,” he said.
Glenn also talked about the bigger picture since, as an
electrician, he has to be aware not just of what’s happening
with his cables across the entire site but also of the future
needs of the project.
“When we are pulling cables and doing the work to link
things up, we have to think of what comes next. We have to leave
room for future expansion. It’s critical to consider the whole picture,” he said.
Glenn said that he has never worked on a project of this
magnitude, but he hopes to stay working on the site well into
the future since he says it is a great place to be and he is proud
of the work he has done.
“Right now it is incredibly busy,” he says. “When a project
begins to come down to the deadline, we have to work hard to
make sure we are ready for the opening day.”
With the big Christmas light show that formed part of the
opening of the first retail outlets in December, Glenn and his
colleagues were under pressure to make sure that when the
switch was flicked, there would be plenty of festive light—and,
we are pleased to report, there was! ❂
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NEW VISTAS

LEADING
THE WAY TO
CAMANA BAY
t is fitting that the first tenants of Camana

I

Bay, Grand Cayman’s most comprehensive
and meticulously planned new urban cen-

ter, would be one of the islands’ foremost financial services firms—Ernst & Young.
Plans for the move to the “new town”
began nearly three years ago when Dan Scott,
Managing Partner of Ernst & Young, met with
Mark VanDevelde and Jim Lammers of the Dart
organization, developers of the project.
Scott and the partners at Ernst & Young
quickly appreciated the scope, vision, and quality that Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd. was bringing
to Camana Bay and soon thereafter committed
to be a part of it.
In November 2007, Ernst & Young officially
changed its address from Regatta Park (also a
Dart Realty office-building campus) to 62
Forum Lane, Camana Bay’s first commercial
building. (Recently an adjacent second office
building has been announced and construction
is already under way.) Ernst & Young’s “neighbors” in its new quarters include Cayman
National and the London & Amsterdam Trust
Company.
Although Ernst & Young occupies two
floors spanning 30,000 square feet (with an
additional 9,000 square feet for future expansion currently being sublet on a short-term
basis), the pièce de résistance of the firm’s new
space is the spectacular board room with its
panoramic views overlooking waterways leading
to the North Sound.
The Board Room, which has been compared to a movie set in a James Bond film, sets a
new standard of design, technology, and functionality in the Cayman Islands. ❂
PHOTO BY ART PASQUALI
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DART REALTY (CAYMAN) LTD.

CAMANA BAY:
A FOCUS ON DESIGN
place to shop, work and play. The recent launch of the
Town Centre at Camana Bay has made us all familiar
with the concept of a mixed use town – one of the keystones of the town’s design philosophy. However if there was
more space on the page, a more detailed description might read:
browse the shop windows in the shade of a tree-lined street,
dine under the stars at a table fanned by the cool breezes, watch
children running around splashing in a fountain, escape a busy
working day with a few minutes in a peaceful courtyard. For the
design of the buildings, streets and landscapes is what makes
Camana Bay so special.
Camana Bay is the product of a collaborative design
process by some of the current generation’s top architects,
designers, artists and planners. Each one of them leaders in their
field, they have worked together to create a town that is truly
world-class – a town that would draw attention anywhere in the
world, but that is all the more remarkable for being located in
the Caribbean.
The roots of this collaboration date back almost twelve
years to the original brief from the Dart family: to create a
town that responds to the culture and climate of Grand
Cayman and to foster a sense of community in a beautiful and
sustainable environment.

A

In 1996, Dart Realty held a design competition to select a
firm of architects to spearhead the design process and become
the town’s masterplanners. Moore Ruble Yudell (MRY) were
chosen not only for their vision and creativity, but also for their
collaborative approach to design. Shortly afterwards, the Olin
Partnership joined the design team as landscape architects, the
Burns Conolly Group was taken on as local consultants and the
core design team was in place.

The use of native and indigenous
plants allows the town of
Camana Bay to blend seamlessly
with its surroundings and also
requires minimal upkeep as the plants
flourish in their natural habitat.
The same group sits around the table today, chaired by Dart
Realty’s Senior Vice President of Design, Sandy Urquhart. Back
in 1996, the team was already a talented and experienced group
of individuals, passionate about quality and notable for the
integrity of their work. Over the last ten years, they have individually been the recipients of numerous awards and are among
the most respected names in design. Coincidentally, in the same
year both Moore Ruble Yudell and Olin Partnership were awarded the most prestigious awards in their field: MRY won the
American Institute of Architects Architecture Firm 2006 award,
and Olin Partnership was honoured as American Society of
Landscape Architects Landscape Architecture Firm 2006.
The masterplan for Camana Bay, which initially consisted of
238-acres stretching from Seven Mile Beach to the North Sound,
was based around a string of villages, with the Town Centre at its
heart. “The orientation of the town was based on an east-west
axis – from sea to sound, and from sunrise to sunset,” says Buzz
Yudell, founding partner of Moore Ruble Yudell. The architecture
in the Town Centre has a distinctly Caribbean flavour, but delivers a more contemporary interpretation of traditional building
techniques. “Part of being authentic is to acknowledge that we
are building in the 21st century,” continues Yudell.
Landscaping plays an equally important role in creating a
sense of place. The use of native and indigenous plants allows
the town of Camana Bay to blend seamlessly with its surroundings and also requires minimal upkeep as the plants flourish in
their natural habitat.
At the heart of this strategy was the decision by the Dart
family ten years ago to create a nursery to propagate native
plants and trees. This has not only led to an incredible database
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For a town to be truly sustainable, it must
take into account the natural elements.
Sun-shading, orientation, breezeways and
native and non-invasive landscaping
are all ways of doing this.

of knowledge about local flora and fauna,
but also reduces the risk of importing disease and pests from overseas.
A showcase for indigenous and
endemic vegetation of the Cayman Islands
will be Camana Way, slated to open in
April. Camana Way is designed to represent a transect of the island: five different
ecosystems ranging from the sandy coastline in the west to the seasonally flooded
brackish lowlands in the east. Overcoming
various engineering challenges to create
the different soils and water content

required for each system, Olin Partnership
has created an informative and beautiful
journey for pedestrians and cyclists arriving at the Town Centre from Seven Mile
Beach. Visitors will be able to see typical
Caymanian plants, including the country’s
national tree the Silver Thatch Palm, and
will also have a chance to see some of the
trees on the endangered list, including
both yellow and black mastic.
In the Town Centre, Olin Partnership
has designed four courtyards, each with a
style appropriate to the space’s use. The

garden interior of Gardenia Court, which
is surrounded by offices on the upper levels, has a tranquil atmosphere with a
soothing colour palette of cream and purple, a gently flowing fountain and an oval
lawn where workers can unwind. By contrast, the space outside the cinema at
Jasmine Court is fun and playful, with an
interactive fountain and funky bubble
benches which glow at night as if they are
hovering above the ground.
Working with Olin Partnership on the
fountain design in each of the courtyards is
Jim Garland of Fluidity, who was also
responsible for the fountain at the Bellagio
in Las Vegas. Bringing water into the Town
Centre links Camana Bay to its surroundings, as the sea is intrinsic to Cayman’s history, culture and lifestyle. When the Town
Centre is complete, it will have a total of
six fountains, each one unique. The centrepiece will be the thirty foot fountain in The
Crescent, the town’s waterfront plaza,
which will welcome visitors arriving by sea
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and entertain those eating in the restaurants lining The Crescent or walking along
the harbour’s esplanade.
Collaborating with Garland to give
the fountains a new perspective after dark
is lighting specialist Hervé Descottes and
the talented team at L’Observatoire
International. Descottes has designed
lighting for landmarks and urban landscapes around the world, not least the
wing of the Louvre museum in Paris
which houses the Mona Lisa, the Frank
Gehry-designed Walt Disney Concert Hall
in Los Angeles and the waterfront at Hong
Kong harbour.
At Camana Bay, every light fitting is
unique and has been custom-designed for
the town. The street lamps hang like
lanterns and throw out pools of light on
the pavements below. Sconces on the walls
create intriguing patterns and car parks are
lit with an ambient light to prevent any
dark spots. One of the most unusual
designs is a series of hoops that will illuminate The Paseo at ground level later this
year. Tapering like the crest of a wave, the
bollards are lit from within by hundreds of
LED lights and are so substantial they can
even double as seats for pedestrians.
L’Observatoire’s lighting design transforms Camana Bay after dark. Just as the
natural light shifts from dawn to dusk, so
the lighting is designed to fluctuate after
dark with varying patterns of light and
shadow. It also enhances the colour
schemes of the landscaping in each courtyard, with the exception of Jasmine Court
where the bright white flowers of the jasmine and gardenias and the awnings overhead are used to reflect the multi-coloured
light display.
The sail-like awnings at Jasmine Court
are fabricated by tensile structure designer
Charles Duvall of Duvall Design and are
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more than just a solar shading device –
they are pieces of art in their own right. On
The Paseo, the canopies are on two levels –
high against the blue sky a series of toledos
float like clouds, while beneath them
expanses of clean, white canvas reach over
the pavements to rest on columns of coralstone and carved steel. Marine grade mechanisms which retract the awnings allow the
shade to be adjusted as the sun moves
across the sky.
To complement the system of shading
devices, natural shade is provided by tall
trees and the shadows cast by the buildings,
creating a cool and comfortable pedestrian
environment. Even the town’s very orientation has been designed to capture and

maximise the trade winds which blow from
a north-easterly direction for the majority
of the year. As part of the design process, a
model of the Town Centre was placed in a
wind tunnel so that engineers could adjust
the buildings and roofs to circulate the airflow most efficiently.
As a result, two breezeways have been
incorporated into the façade of Restaurant
Row, ensuring the breezes reach the courtyards behind. Tunnels that might have
been considered purely functional additions to the design have been transformed
into places of beauty by Bisazza, makers of
beautiful Italian mosaics, who have decorated the breezeways with watery scenes. A
series of water droplets adorning one

Anyone visiting the Town Centre of
Camana Bay should take time to appreciate that
it is more than just a place to live, work and play:
it is beautiful and thoughtfully designed
community space.
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breezeway and a giant anemone in the
other will create attractive living spaces
where restaurants can set out chairs and
diners can appreciate the shade and breeze
even in the height of summer.
Bisazza have also been commissioned
to create the mosaic that will fill one wall
of the five-storey Observation Tower on
The Paseo. Climbing the tower’s doublehelix stairway simulates ascending a 75
foot scuba dive from the seabed to the surface, as the mosaic depicts an underwater
scene of coral reefs and marine life typical
of Cayman’s waters.
The Observation Tower is the tallest
building on The Paseo, the town’s pedestrian-only main street, as all the other buildings have been kept to two or three storeys
in keeping with a scale comfortable to the
pedestrian and to the island as a whole.
The colour palette of the buildings at
Camana Bay also came under close scrutiny by the design team. After much discussion, muted shades were chosen as a backdrop for the vibrant hues of the flowers
growing in the Town Centre and the bright
and often colourful clothing worn in a
tropical climate.
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The climate itself has played a significant role in the design of Camana Bay. For
a town to be truly sustainable, it must take
into account the natural elements. Sunshading, orientation, breezeways and
native and non-invasive landscaping as discussed previously are all ways of doing this.
Building in an environmentallyfriendly manner is also fundamental to
sustainability. The design team is increasingly following the guidelines set by LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design), the US organisation widely recognised as setting the benchmark for green
building. The design of a new 120,000
square foot commercial office building at
89 Nexus Way was enhanced by the use of
an innovative new software which helps
calculate the sun shading needs of a building of this size.
Green practices have also been adopted in the maintenance of existing buildings.
Camana Bay has made a commitment to
use only green cleaning products throughout the town, including the Cayman
International School. Distributed by Island
Supplies, the Earth Sense range of products
has been certified by Green Seal as having
reduced human and aquatic toxicity, containing no phosphates, solvents or added
dyes and fragrances. With modern construction methods focused on sealing
buildings for energy efficiency, interior air
quality becomes a priority. Synthetic chemicals used in traditional cleaning products
have been increasingly linked to respiratory
diseases and allergies, so green cleaning
products are the sensible choice for environmentally responsible developers and
landlords.
The final mark of sustainability is
withstanding the test of time. This not
only attests to the quality of the physical

product, but also its viability as a living,
working and social space. It must be a
place that people want to be and must
adapt to the population’s changing
requirements as they evolve. Camana Bay’s
masterplan allows for organic growth –
the town has a twenty to thirty year buildout and while placeholders indicate where
future development is expected, the final
plan will respond to what the market
demands.
To preserve the original vision of
Camana Bay and to educate the next generation of architects and planners, a set of
Design Guidelines have been identified by
the founding members of the design team.
These guidelines allow for diverse interpretations while remaining true to a harmonious whole. The intention is to foster an
open and creative process, while providing
an understanding of the design principles
and philosophy that have created the town.
Future generations of architects
should count themselves fortunate to
receive such guidance from the masters of
design: Buzz Yudell of MRY, Dennis
McGlade of Olin Partnership, Jim Garland
of
Fluidity,
Hervé
Descottes
of
L’Observatoire International and Charles
Duvall of Duvall Design.
And anyone visiting the Town Centre
of Camana Bay should take time to appreciate that it is more than just a place to live,
work and play: it is a beautiful and
thoughtfully designed community space. ❂

FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

PHONE: (345) 946-2229
FAX: (345) 640-3408
E-MAIL: INFO@CAMANABAY.COM
DART REALTY (CAYMAN) LTD.
62 FORUM LANE
CAMANA BAY
PO BOX 30611
GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1203
CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.CAMANABAY.COM
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CAYMAN NATIONAL CORPORATION

CAYMAN NATIONAL
GROWS INTO CAMANA BAY
aking on new premises at Camana
Bay is much more than a move to
prestigious modern offices for
Cayman National Corporation (CNC); it
also marks a new era for the financial
group as it moves to territories new both
literally and metaphorically.
Stuart Dack, President and CEO of
Cayman National, explained that when
the
developers of Camana Bay, Dart
STUART DACK
Realty (Cayman) Ltd., first approached
him about their vision for a new town, he felt that the project
would fit well with Cayman National’s own future developments and envisaged a move to the new premises as an opportunity to bring service offerings to a new level.
“When Dart first shared the concept, we saw the potential
for this new center of commerce on the Island that would eventually be supported by a residential community,” said Dack. “As
the only bank actually headquartered in the Cayman Islands,
when we committed three years ago we were also offered the
exclusive retail banking rights in the first phase of Camana Bay,
which was an important and powerful attraction for us.”

T

The group can now offer a
number of international and
retail services with the personal touch
for which the bank has
built a reputation—all in a
very modern setting.

The move highlights the success and advancement that
Cayman National is currently enjoying as the group moves
towards a new era in developing more complex and diverse initiatives for its widening customer base, said Dack.
While Dack explained that the new premises are a crucial
element in the group’s overall commitment to offering more
sophisticated banking services to its international clients, he
emphasized that the new retail bank, which will be Cayman
National’s eighth branch in the Cayman Islands, also underscores the dedication Cayman National already has demonstrated over the years to servicing local businesses and personal
banking customers as well.
“We hope to be working closely with the local businesses
that are locating within Camana Bay itself with this new branch
as well as serving existing customers. With an ATM machine
close to the cinema as well, we will also be serving our islandwide customers who may just be visiting to enjoy the attractions
at Camana Bay,” added Dack.
As the only bank with branches across all three islands and
plans to extend services to outer districts wherever they are
needed, a presence in Camana Bay is important to continuing
that future strategy. With both an ATM and retail branch, as
well as the expansion of its international arm, the group can
now offer international and retail services with the personal
touch for which the bank has built a reputation—all in a very
modern setting.
“In essence we have complex international financial service
offerings sitting alongside a community bank, which represents
a huge commitment but one we are more than happy to make,”
Dack said.

Dack added that with the project Dart Realty was raising
the quality level of commercial development on the island,
and that was something he wanted CNC to be a part of. Aside
from the retail bank which is situated on the ground floor of
62 Forum Lane (Camana Bay’s financial center), Dack
explained that the various international financial service arms
of Cayman National have also relocated to the second floor of
the center at a time when the products offered by this side of the
business are growing and expanding.
“This move is also part of our own desire to improve the
service levels for our international clients,” Dack added.
“Having moved our Fund services, Trust Companies, Company
Management, and Securities Business to 62 Forum Lane, we are
also establishing a new division within the new premises which
will provide premier banking services to our international
clients. We expect that this will be up and running in the early
part of 2008.”
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He added, too, that as the need arises
with the continued growth of Camana
Bay itself, Cayman National would be
making further investments in the town
in years to come.
Having recently opened a retail branch
in Savannah and more recently an office in
Panama, Cayman National is clearly striding towards a bigger, brighter, and more
profitable future. The company is already
enjoying a period of sustained growth, and
Dack said that throughout 2007 the bank
had recruited new staff to meet the needs of
its expanding customer and service base
both locally and overseas.
Dack also noted that, as Cayman
National is represented on the Cayman
Islands Stock Exchange (CSX), the current success is not just a benefit to the
group’s staff and diverse customer base
with more offerings than ever before, but
it also promises greater returns in the
future for shareholders.
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“The move to Camana Bay is set
against a backdrop of more than 30 years
of offering community banking services to
all three Islands and the fact we are in public ownership and continuing to perform
well. As we are represented on the CSX,
people not only bank with us and enjoy
the benefits and services we offer but they
can buy shares and participate in the success that Cayman National is enjoying.”
According to the 2006/2007 third
quarter results, CNC total assets were up by
7 percent on 2005/2006 and total shareholders equity was up by over 22 percent.
Although not the biggest bank in the
Cayman Islands, CNC has earned a reputation for outstanding personal service,
which no doubt has fueled its growth.
Combine this with its expansion into new
initiatives and financial products, the
move to Camana Bay is as much about taking Cayman National to a new level as it is
about its presence in the new town. ❂

FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

PHONE: 345-949-8300
FAX: 345-949-7506
CAYMAN NATIONAL BUILDING
200 ELGIN AVENUE
P.O. BOX 1097
GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1102
CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.CAYMANNATIONAL.COM
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MIRACLE BROKERS

MOVING YOUR GOODS WHERE
YOU NEED THEM
hen Ernst & Young needed to move to their new
premises in Camana Bay, they called Miracle
Brokers International, the relocation and logistics
experts, to help them.
Founded by Irma Arch Chirino 20 years ago, Miracle
Brokers takes the stress out of life by taking care of all aspects of
moving their customers’ belongings from one place to another,
whether they are moving house, moving office, sending, or
receiving cargo.
“Miracle Brokers was an integral part of Ernst & Young’s
recent move to Camana Bay. They were always prompt, dependable and took great care of the items that were being transported,” said E&Y Office Facility Manager Betty Ann Duty. “This
included virtually everything in our office, such as private office
desks, workstations, files, and two boardroom tables (one 16seater and one 22-seater). They were an absolute delight to
work with.”
“It’s all in the planning,” said Ms. Arch Chirino. “A major
commercial move takes strategy, clear objectives, and precise
preparation. However, we are committed to doing everything
we can to ensure a smooth transition, even if that means
working through the night or weekends. Our crew is the best
and they will work until everything is in place to the customer’s satisfaction.”
She added that insurance is a priority, and Miracle Brokers
covers their staff and customers’ property in transit and on site.
“Moving all your belongings to a new home is one of the
most stressful undertakings a person will do in their lifetime,”
said Ms. Arch Chirino. “That’s why people call us, whether they
are moving across the ocean or down the street. We take care of
packing and sorting, compile an inventory, and mark all boxes
as required by the authorities at their destination.”
Miracle Brokers is trusted when people need to move large
delicate objects, and they have developed a particular expertise
moving pianos, pool tables, artwork, and antiques, said Ms.
Arch Chirino. They also recently delivered a very large new
engine for Caribbean Utilities Company, which she said, was a
challenge logistically. Among their regular clients is the British
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, which uses their services
when staff from the Governor’s Office need to move.
Furthermore, Miracle Brokers will arrange through their
affiliates to have cargo unpacked and set-up at the new location.
They will also complete the essential forms required for processing goods at their destination. For local moves, Miracle
Brokers goes to their customer’s home at their convenience,
packs up the goods, has them transported to the new location,
unpacks, sets-up and removes the debris.
Sending and receiving cargo can also be a headache, but as
a reputable broker, they take care of everything and ensure that
you are charged the correct tariff rates imposed on your cargo.

W

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: EDWARD RICHARDS, JONATHAN ARCH,
SHERMAN LEWIS, JOSEPH SWABY
“We will compile all the documents and payments essential
to have them processed through customs. Once the cargo is
released by customs officers, we deliver it to your door,” said Ms.
Arch Chirino.
When sending your possessions overseas, it is imperative that
the agent makes sure the property is secure and meets the standard
requirements for processing under the new jurisdiction, she noted.
For the last 10 years, Miracle Brokers has been a member of
the Household Goods Freight Forwarder Association of
America, which is an exclusive invitation-only association. As
such, they are able to arrange the best mode of transport for customers’ goods using the most cost effective route available.
Then, they will liaise with the all parties involved and track the
shipment until delivery is made at the destination.
In addition, Miracle Brokers’ Freight Forwarders service
offers weekly consolidation service from Miami and Tampa,
which allows multiple customers to combine their cargo with
other shipments that are bound for the same destination, thereby affording them the full container rate charges.
Specialized crating, offered by Miracle Brokers for valuable
or delicate goods, is recommended for long distance moves to
protect cargo from damage, weather conditions, and easy access
for pilferage. Plus, crated items will also attract better rates when
buying insurance coverage.
“Whether you need to move house, move office, or
require storage and warehousing facilities, we at Miracle
Brokers will take care of your goods, door to door, and all the
paperwork involved, so you can get on with your life,” said
Ms. Arch Chirino. ❂
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THE BURNS CONOLLY GROUP

SMART AND EFFICIENT
BUILDING DESIGN TO COME
evelopment in the Cayman
Islands will undergo a radical
shift in the years to come. The
developments will be larger and will pay
special attention to energy conservation
and sustainability. The use of more
appropriate materials and landscaping
will be included from the start.
We have already seen increasing
trends in project size, notably the RitzCarlton and the Camana Bay new
town, but future developments will
tend to be larger and more holistic, that
is, encompassing residential, entertainment and commercial activity all within one development. The Island will
develop at a significant pace and we
should expect more development within the next 10 years than we have seen
over the last 30 due to the increasing
scale of the developments.

D

So too will be the situation with “sustainability” and recycling. As consumers
get more conscious of the environment
and carbon emissions, they will demand
a “carbon-neutral” position within the
developments or within businesses that
they deal with. This will apply to all types
of businesses, in particular the larger,
multi-national ones. Use of recycled
materials and recycling of waste from the
development, proper site planning and
land use sympathetic to the “wise-use” of
the land will be the norm. Xeriscaping,
where appropriate choice of plant material, soil analysis and site use leads to limited, or no irrigation, will follow.
Planning policies and current practices will have to be modified to take into
account these changes as current regulations sometimes lean in the opposite
direction.

Planning policies and current practices will
have to be modified to take into account
these changes as current regulations
sometimes lean in the opposite direction.
MANAGING DIRECTOR

BURNS CONOLLY,
AIA

This will
place an everincreasing burden of the infrastructure of
the islands and steps should be taken
now to deal with the likely expansion.
Those would include proper long term
planning of utilities, earmarking
resources for expanding Government
services, creating a more modern
Planning Law and Regulations as well as
the global review of public revenue
sources.
The Cayman Islands consumers will
eventually pay more attention to the cost
of energy and future developments will
turn to energy-saving and alternate energy designs. Given our location, solar
water heating and day-lighting will likely
feature in every project. Consumers will
demand such elements and developers
will have to respond.

Due to our size, the Cayman Islands
could in fact take the lead on energy efficiency and sustainability practices within
the Caribbean. However, there needs to
be a careful balance between these goals
and future development to ensure that
while the Cayman Islands continues to
create needed infrastructure for the 21st
Century, that these developments are not
“road-blocked” by over-zealous environmentalists who believe in no change
whatsoever. ❂

BURNS CONOLLY, AIA LEADS A
MULTI-DISCIPLINED PRACTICE IN THE
CAYMAN ISLANDS AND REGIONALLY.
THE GROUP WAS SELECTED TO BE
THE LEAD, LOCAL ARCHITECTS ON
CAMANA BAY.
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CAMPBELL’S WELDING LIMITED

COMPLETE METAL WELDING,
FABRICATION AND REPAIRS
ith our experience in welding and fabrication,
Campbell’s Welding is sure to meet your welding
needs. We perform complete fabrication, installation and repairs of all metal products including the fabrication
and erection of structural steel buildings. In addition,
Campbell’s Welding also specializes in hand-crafted aluminum gates, railings, fencing and spiral stairs. If you can
name it, our team will fabricate it.
We are also equipped with Industrial Fork Lifts,
Scissors Lifts & Boom Lifts which aid us in the installation
of Versadek and sheet decking. Campbell’s Welding supply
and install steel sheeting, bar joist, steel beams, and steel
columns for steel buildings. If the service of any of our
equipment is needed, please feel free to call on us. Mobile
service is also available.

W

Welding of: Aluminum • Iron
Stainless Steel • Steel
For: Marine • Industrial
Commercial • Residential

FREE ESTIMATES
Your job is never too small so give us a
call! Our offices are located in Industrial
Park, off North Sound Road and Sparky
Drive, at Condor Properties Warehouse
number 25. ❂

OUR WORK AT CAMANA BAY

FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

OUR HAND-CRAFTED ALUMINUM GATES

TEL: (345) 926-1864 OR (345) 926-6037
FAX: (345) 947-4233
EMAIL: CAMPBELLSWELDING@CANDW.KY OR
CAMPBELLSWELDING@WESTSTARTV.COM
PO BOX 11322, GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1009
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BRITTHAY ELECTRIC LIMITED

LIGHTING UP CAMANA BAY
rom the very beginning, local electrical contractors
BrittHay Electric LTD have played a critical role in bringing power to the Camana Bay Development. Before the
foundations were even laid, BrittHay was awarded one of the
first contracts: to wire up the temporary offices housing the
numerous people who would play a part in the creation of this
new community. “We have been part of this incredible development literally from Day One and are proud to be working on the
diverse projects that have been presented to us,” said Mario
Kielczewski, BrittHay’s project manager. “Beginning with the
wiring for the temporary offices, we have gone on to do the
Chiller/Generator Plant as well as all of the electrical requirements for Phase One – the core and shell of the cinema, various
retail/office spaces and the outside areas such as the courtyards
and parking lots.” According to Kielczewski, that conservatively
translates to almost 50 miles of pipe, over a million feet of cable
and about 2,000 lights!
Working in conjunction with their affiliate company
Brittashan Enterprise Corporation out of New Jersey and leading
controls experts Johnson Controls Inc (JCI), BrittHay managed
to source state-of-the-art equipment and meet the high demands
that came with the Camana Bay development. Their international partnerships gave the firm the opportunity to train and
become a part of Cayman’s leading controls experts and push
the boundaries of their own expertise. The project also ensured
that BrittHay kept up with the technical advances in the industry which can be difficult, yet crucial, to guarantee progress within the ever-changing and complex world of the electrical trade.
“As the largest electrical contractor on Phase One, this has been
about so much more than wires and lights. We have been
involved closely with various aspects of the process for creating,
installing and operating the technically sophisticated and complex lighting, air-conditioning, fire and security systems. We
have really risen to this challenge and demonstrated what we

F

One of the most challenging aspects of the entire project was
the Chiller Plant - located opposite the Royal Palms on the West
Bay Road. This building houses the heart of the mechanical
systems; highly sophisticated power generation and a/c systems
capable of providing central air to all the buildings.

Project Manager Mario Kielczewski (right) and some of the
BrittHay electrical crew. Early in 2007, when the project was
in full swing, BrittHay had over fifty workmen mobilized at the
Camana Bay site.

can do,” added Kielczewski. He explained that the BrittHay crew
and their partners had worked extremely closely with the designers at Camana Bay to bring life to the exclusive lighting which
forms a crucial part of the overall ambiance of the new town. No
matter the demands, BrittHay have been able to meet them.
“We have spent a lot of time co-coordinating our work with
numerous other agencies, companies and organizations on site
to make things come together. Every day we were dealing with
situations that were out-of-the-ordinary; whether it was wiring
lights in the banister of a staircase or adjusting a focus, or a specific point where lights will actually shine when in use; we were
met with unique and extraordinary challenges every day,” said
Kielczewski.
Speaking about the firm’s involvement on the project,
BrittHay Managing Director Kenneth Hay said it was a valuable
experience. “This development is a one of a kind and has set a
very high standard. We, like many other contractors working on
the site, have achieved and learned many constructive things.
Our team has exceeded our expectations and we have all seized
the opportunity to excel and learn. We are now looking forward
to continuing in partnership with the Dart Group as the project
continues.” ❂
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CONGRATULATIONS TO CAMANA BAY

24-HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

We congratulate
Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd.
on the grand opening of Camana Bay
and are proud to have provided
cleaning services for the project.

We congratulate
Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd.
on the grand opening of Camana Bay
and are proud to have provided
exterior and interior tiling
for the project.

TEL: (345) 945-9262

TEL: (345) 949-5933

29 COMMERCIAL AVENUE

SHOWROOM:

PO BOX 30458, GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1202

DORCY AND MACLENDON DRIVE

CAYMAN ISLANDS

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS

We congratulate Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd. on the
grand opening of Camana Bay and are proud to have provided
parking lots, driveways, slipform concrete paving,
tennis and sports courts for the project.

TEL: (345) 943-PAVE (7283) • FAX: (345) 943-7282
PADDINGTON PLACE, UNIT #7
GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
INFO@ARCPAVING
WWW.ARCPAVING.COM
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CONGRATULATIONS TO CAMANA BAY

Best wishes to Dart Realty
(Cayman) Ltd. on the grand opening
of Camana Bay. We proudly provided
fencing and equipment rental services
for the project.

We congratulate Dart Realty
(Cayman) Ltd. on choosing to be
environmentally responsible at
Camana Bay with the Earth Sense
Cleaning System & Products.

TEL: (345) 949-7990
FAX: (345) 949-7074

TEL: (345) 949-8356
384 SHEDDEN ROAD • GEORGE TOWN

#134 INDUSTRIAL WAY,

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS

AIRPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK, GRAND CAYMAN

WWW.ISLAND-SUPPLY.COM

WWW.MASSIVEGROUP.COM

We congratulate Dart Realty
(Cayman) Ltd. on the grand opening
of Camana Bay and are proud to have
provided painting, wall covering,
venetian plastering, and
specialty finishes for the project.

We congratulate Dart Realty
(Cayman) Ltd. on the grand opening
of Camana Bay and are proud to have
provided septic cleaning, garbage
cleaning, grab truck service, container
rental, portable toilet rental and well
drilling services for the project.
TEL: (345) 945-0535 • FAX: (345) 946-5493
111 MIDDLE ROAD, GEORGE TOWN

TEL: (345) 916-7767 (PROS)

PO BOX 2807 • GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1112

FAX: (345) 943-7767

CAYMAN ISLANDS

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS

PWMCAYMAN@YAHOO.CA

PAINTPRO@CANDW.KY

WWW.PROFESSIONALWASTEMANAGEMENT.KY
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We congratulate
Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd.
on the grand opening of Camana Bay
and are proud to have provided
painting services for the project.
TEL: (345) 949-6330 AND 916-0667
C3 CAYMAN BUSINESS PARK
OFF THOMAS RUSSELL WAY
GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
TYSTDCOM@CANDW.KY

We congratulate
Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd.
on the grand opening of Camana Bay
and are pleased to call
62 Forum Lane, Suite 6401
our new home.

We congratulate
Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd.
on the grand opening of Camana Bay
and are proud to have provided
standing seam roofs and guttering
for the project.
TEL: (345) 949-1699 • FAX: (345) 949-1399
SPARKY DRIVE, INDUSTRIAL PARK
PO BOX 219 • GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1501
CAYMAN ISLANDS
WATMET@CANDW.KY

We congratulate
Dart Realty (Cayman) Ltd.
on the grand opening of Camana Bay
and are pleased to call
62 Forum Lane, Suites 6101 and 6201,
our newest address.

TEL: (345) 949-8444

TEL: (345) 949-4655 • (345) 640-9268

WWW.EY.COM

WWW.CAYMANNATIONAL.COM
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THE RESIDENCES AT THE RITZ-CARLTON, GRAND CAYMAN

OCEAN-TO-OCEAN LIVING
IN THE CARIBBEAN’S SAFEST AND MOST AFFLUENT DESTINATION
magine stepping from the deck of your island home onto
the deck of your luxury boat in one fluid motion and cruising along a lush tropical waterway to enjoy dinner, an afternoon of shopping or a round of golf. That’s life at the
DeckHouses, the newest residential offering from The
Residences at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman, recently rated
one of the top 100 resorts in the world by Condé Nast Traveler
(top five in the Caribbean), and eighth in the world by Zagat.
Following its original debut of 93 spacious oceanfront
Residences on 144 acres and anchored by The Ritz-Carlton, a recent
expansion will add 230 acres and 3,500 feet of waterfront to the
community, making The Residences at The Ritz-Carlton, Grand
Cayman the island’s only ocean-to-ocean residential resort, stretching from the glistening sands of Seven-Mile Beach to the North
Sound and interconnected by a latticework of navigable waterways.

I

phases envisions a tight-knit community of families and firstclass conveniences. “All of it will have a kind of European flavor,
but with a Cayman sensibility. Envision a sort of Mediterranean
style oceanfront village with central piazzas and a state-of-theart mega-yacht marina village.”
Next on the horizon in the spring of 2008 is Secret
Harbour, a collection of one- to three-bedroom loft apartments
and condominiums wrapped around a private harbor with
panoramic views across all of Grand Cayman.
Other opportunities within the beating heart of the community will debut in 2009, including a mega-yacht marina village. The marina will meld the energy and style of a Mediterranean port with the beauty of the Caribbean. Villas and condominiums will encircle a promenade filled with lively restaurants, bars and premium boutiques.

Imagine moving from
the deck of your luxury
home to the deck of a
luxury boat in one fluid
motion; a single step,
integrating indoor and
outdoor living.
“The DeckHouses allow you to incorporate your boat and
the therapeutic water of the Caribbean into every day life, which
is the driving force behind the design,” says David Camp, the
Vice President of Sales and Marketing for The Residences, who
was part of a team that traveled throughout Florida and the
Caribbean, touring the most notable waterfront resorts as
research and inspiration for the growth of the development.
Sculpted into a private peninsula, surrounded by water and
with views of the North Sound, the three-story DeckHouses feature over 6,300 square feet of living space each, including a private guest cottage and a third floor laid out entirely as a master
suite. Standout features include a private Infinity-edge pool and
white sand beach, multiple water features and the wooden decks
that wrap around the entire house. The attached boathouse provides easy access to the water for fishing, snorkeling, a leisurely
outing or even a daily office commute. Options include stunning
interior design packages, an Italian handcrafted wood boat and a
Landrover or Defender SUV and private butler service by The RitzCarlton. There are just 19 homes planned for the DeckHouse
community, ranging in price from $3.5 to $7 million.
Michael Ryan, owner and developer of The Ritz-Carlton,
Grand Cayman, has spent the last decade while completing the
Ritz-Carlton, planning the overall concept and working out the
phasing for the future. He says the master plan for the next

Living at The Residences means enjoying access to the services
and amenities of The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman. The most
superb of those pleasures have been honorarily dubbed the “Seven
Wonders of Seven-Mile Beach.” Owners receive two lifetime memberships to Blue Tip, the dramatic and challenging Greg
Norman–designed golf course which will expand to a full 18-hole
championship course over the next few years. A variety of dining
pleasures are available, including Blue by Eric Ripert, of New York’s
number-one-rated Le Bernardin. Owners also have access to Silver
Rain, a La Prairie spa, and The Courts tennis center and program by
Nick Bollettieri, the acclaimed coach to such tennis greats as Andre
Agassi and Maria Sharapova. Children can enjoy Jean-Michel
Cousteau’s Ambassadors of the Environment program, offering
everything from snorkeling expeditions and underwater filmmaking to eco-excursions and rock wall climbing. A fleet of 35-foot
Intrepid powerboats is also available to owners. And the seven
wonders are rounded out by the legendary service and attention
of over 1,000 employees of The Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman. ❂

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
(345) 815-7777 OR VISIT RESIDENCES-CAYMAN.COM
OR THEDECKHOUSES.COM
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BUTLER PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT GROUP

BUILDING SUCCESS UPON SUCCESS
ALONG SEVEN MILE BEACH
hile there is always ongoing
chatter about where the real
estate market is heading in
the Cayman Islands, one fact remains
indisputable: Brian E. Butler, Cayman’s
foremost builder of luxury condominiums along Seven Mile Beach, has never
been busier or more active in the market. His activity is a bellwether of optimism
for those seeking insight into the
BRIAN E. BUTLER
future of the real estate market here.
In fact, Brian Butler is approaching his 20th major luxury
condominium development along Seven Mile Beach. Almost single-handedly, he has transformed—and defined—the luxury residential market in the Cayman Islands. To date, he has completed
16 major complexes on Seven Mile Beach and has three more—
The Beachcomber, the Renaissance, and South Bay Beach Club—
currently under construction.
A retrospective of his signature projects includes (it seems)
nearly every major condominium complex up and down Seven
Mile Beach. His signature developments include The Meridian, The
Sovereign, the Coralstone Club, Casa Caribe, The Colonial Club,
The Avalon, The Palms, Crescent Point, Mandalay, and many more.
Born in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada, Brian Butler
had been involved in the construction, development, and sale of
subdivisions, apartment buildings, condominium projects, and
country homes in and around Victoria for many years before
moving to the Cayman Islands in 1977.
Since coming here, his projects have become synonymous
with both luxury tropical living and wise capital investment:
Virtually all of his projects have realized substantial appreciation over the years, making them among the top real estate
investments in the Cayman Islands and the entire Caribbean.
As one real estate broker has said, “Brian always leaves
something on the table for his early purchasers. He never tries to
‘make a killing’ on any one project and has always taken a ‘longterm approach.’ ”
However, it is the uncompromising integrity of Brian Butler
himself that accounts for much of his reputation and success.
Purchaser after purchaser will attest that Brian Butler does what
he promises and delivers on time and on budget.
Another reason for his continued success, as Mr. Butler
freely admits, is that all of his projects have prime Seven Mile
Beach addresses. His “formula,” while simple to articulate
(more difficult to execute) is to purchase prime beachfront
property, design spacious living spaces with panoramic views of
the sea, landscape lavishly, and lasting value during the construction phase. He then brings his condominiums to market at
fair, sensible prices.
While all of his projects share the above attributes, each is
also unique in terms of location, design, amenities, size, and

W

price. A brief look at his current projects in various stages of construction will illustrate this:
SOUTH BAY BEACH CLUB
South Bay Beach Club, being built on Seven Mile Beach just
south of the Marriott Resort, is for many a surprise. In print
advertising, some have questioned whether the entry-level price
might actually be a typo! Others have wondered how Brian
Butler can offer brand new units right on Seven Mile Beach at
US$815,000? (The price point becomes even more remarkable
when one considers that the “average” price for new units along
the beach is well in excess of US$2 million!)
In addition, South Bay Beach Club has all of the quality and
value built into every Brian Butler property. No corners have
been cut. South Bay Beach Club floor plans include 2-, 3-, and
4-bedroom luxury designs, and, at these pre-completion prices,
are selling out fast.
THE BEACHCOMBER
The Beachcomber is being built close to the recently opened
Ritz-Carlton resort in the “heart” of luxury “condominium row.”
Each of the 40 luxury villas at the Beachcomber will offer
every imaginable amenity—including an 80-foot “invisible
edge” infinity pool overlooking the sea.
Being built in the classic Tuscan motif, The Beachcomber
brings a new standard of craftsmanship to the Cayman Islands.
Artistic design elements of stone, terracotta tiles, arches and
beams create an environment which is truly Mediterranean—yet
uniquely Caribbean.
Prices begin at US$1,975,000, and a small number of prime
units are still available.
THE RENAISSANCE
Currently under construction on Seven Mile Beach, The
Renaissance will offer 37 units of unparalleled luxury to the discriminating buyer. The Renaissance is being built on the site of
the former Tarquynn Manor and will be the first luxury property
to be built in 15 years on the northern part of Seven Mile Beach.
The Renaissance will provide short-term rental income to
purchasers (if they so desire) and offers an exceptional investment opportunity. Prices begin at US$1.875 million.
Regardless of which Brian Butler property residents and
investors acquire, they can be assured that they are purchasing a
home that will provide both an unmatched tropical lifestyle and
a sound, long-term capital investment. ❂

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ANY OF
BRIAN E. BUTLER’S SIGNATURE PROJECTS,
CONTACT BUTLER PROPERTIES AT 345-949-6888.
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The Cayman Islands:
WELCOME TO PARADISE
For three decades, the name of Brian E. Butler has been synonymous with
exclusive real estate in Grand Cayman. As well as enjoying the breathtaking
oceanfront setting at each of his developments, investors have seen
some of the best returns in the entire Caribbean.

THE RENAISSANCE
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SOUTH BAY BEACH CLUB
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Only Four Panoramic
Oceanfront Villas Still Available
All 3 Bedrooms and 3 Baths
Priced from US$1,875,000 to

M
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E

Oceanfront, Brand New
2-, 3-, and 4-Bedroom Villas
Priced from US$815,000 to
US$1,395,000

THE BEACHCOMBER

B

E

A

C

H

Only Four Prime
Oceanfront Villas Still Available
3 Bedrooms / 3 Baths Priced from
US$1,975,000 to US$2,095,000

US$1,912,000

MEMBER CIREBA

C O N TA C T D O U G L A S R . S E L L ( 3 4 5 ) 9 4 9 - 6 8 8 8
douglas@butlerproperties.com • www.butlerproperties.com
THE DEVELOPER MAY BE CONTACTED DIRECTLY AT: (345) 945-4977 • 7mibeach@candw.ky • www.butlerpropertydevelopmentgroup.com
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THE ISLAND RESORT AND RESIDENCES

CREATING PERFECTION IN PARADISE
s the son of one of the world’s largest private resort
developers, Michael Beggs not surprisingly turned to
bricks and mortar to make his living.
A perfectionist who gets involved in the detail and, by
his own admission, a hard task master, Beggs says that with
his latest project, The Island Resort and Residences, he is
bent on creating the finest luxury resort the Cayman Islands
has ever seen.
It all started, says Beggs, a few years ago when he and other
investors were looking around the Caribbean for somewhere to
build a resort. Having already spent some time working in Belize,
he felt that things there were reaching their limit for that destination and he was itching for something new to do in a new place.
Although one investor had suggested the Cayman Islands,
at first Beggs was skeptical, and he began looking at Turks &
Caicos, Panama, Costa Rica, Honduras, and even Nicaragua
among others, but regardless of his initial skepticism, Cayman
quickly emerged as one of the top three destination options as
the research mounted.
For a whole host of reasons, not least its favorable legislative environment and its political stability, they chose Cayman,
but above all he says that it was the lack of high-end resorts on
the island that peaked his interest the most and presented an
opportunity too good to miss.
“When I came here in 2005, I was absolutely struck by what
I saw. In essence, with a few exceptions such as the Ritz-Carlton,
every condo complex was a re-invention of the previous one and
nothing quite hit the mark for what I would consider a luxury
resort. I saw real opportunities,” he explains.
He notes, too, that while the Cayman Islands are associated with the rich and glamorous, in reality there is very little fivestar product to accommodate such visitors.
“There is a little mysticism and intrigue here and to me there
is an almost romantic elitism to the name, but there really isn’t
the product to match.”
Certain that he had found the perfect place, Beggs began
looking for the perfect location to build this dream resort.
Dismissing Seven Mile Beach as fantastic but wrong for what
he wanted, Beggs soon discovered that the eastern districts
were where he would be able to create this exclusive luxurious destination.
“When people think luxury retreat they think deserted
sandy beaches, palm trees, hammocks, all the beautiful things.
They don’t think traffic, supermarkets, cruise tourists, and they
will pay a lot of money for exclusivity. They want to walk into
an environment where they will be pampered and treated like a
king or queen.”
Having found the location, Beggs says the next challenge
was to find the people who could design and draw the picture
that he had already created in his mind.
Since only the best will ever do for Beggs, it was no surprise that he would opt to partner with Rafael Amuchastegui,
who worked on the Burj Al Arab in Dubai which is billed as
the world’s only seven star hotel. “Rafael is absolutely

A

incredible and, as he started as an interior design architect
before becoming an architect, he has inside and outside
vision,” he says.
With a strong idea of what he wanted already, Beggs’s brief
to Amuchastegui and his extensive team was all about ultra luxury, old colonial imagery mixed with contemporary ideas, classical elegance and, above all, space.
“With the designs I wanted space; you can’t create luxury
without space. I wanted something that was different to what
has traditionally been done here and I think Rafael really delivered,” Beggs says.
The resulting plans, which have been worked and reworked many times, indicate that indeed he has created something exceptional. On luscious tropical landscaping overlooking
an aquamarine ocean, Beggs has created the last word in luxury
tourist destinations. It is not just the incredible beauty of the
architecture or the attention to detail, it is also the entirely new
concepts that Beggs has brought to his resort that will make this
destination unique.
He explains that all the back house functions and operations will be completely out of sight; no guests will ever see
laundry carts, trolleys, or gardening equipment as a series of
underground tunnels will keep the proverbial “engine room” of
the resort away
from view.
The other
unique element
is the way the
resort has been
structured as a
“condo hotel.”
The concept is
relatively new
but one that
makes both economic and functional
sense.
Beggs explains
that, while this
resort will eventually be branded to a luxury hotel or resort
chain, the actual real estate, the units and rooms, will be owned
by private investors.
Of the 93 units that will be constructed, each one, depending on its size, can be broken down into separate rooms and
suites equating to a 200-plus room hotel.
Owners will purchase a unit but they can literally divide it
into a selection of suites and rooms which can be individually
leased to guests, giving owners a far greater return on their
investment and the opportunity to preserve a suite exclusively
for their own use while leasing out the other sections.
Beggs explains that there are two problems with traditional condominium units or mixed residency and hotel resorts:
there can often be a conflict of interest between the developer
and individual owners over the priority of which rooms are
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being leased, and the other major problem
is the size of rooms available.
“The traditional tourist market consists of people looking for a suite or a single hotel room. When you have so many
condos on the market, as we have here in
Grand Cayman, it is hard to lease them. A
tour operator cannot sell a six-room unit to
one couple. You cannot explain to guests
why they need to pay for two, even three,
extra rooms that they will not use,”
explains Beggs.
Beggs believes that having too much
of the wrong type of accommodation is
why the stayover guest numbers remain
disappointing for Cayman.
“We don’t have the suitable type of
inventory to give the tour operators what
they can actually sell,” he adds.
Beggs believes that attracting more
five-star tourists will benefit the island as
a whole:
“The stayover guest who stays in a fivestar resort buys real estate, hires a car, eats
at local restaurants, goes to galleries to buy
art, spends money on jewelry. Five-star visitors tend to be lower impact and higher
yield. They are likely to generate in excess
of $400 per day for the economy compared to those staying in three-star units
that generate around $50,” Beggs suggests.
And it is more of these guests that
Beggs will be bringing to Cayman once the
Island Resort and Residence is complete.
Due to break ground in March 2008, the
vast majority of the site is now fully
planned and ready to go. The complex
design of the units which will allow them
to be leased as hotel rooms and suites, the
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lavish complex of water pools and cascades, the white sandy beaches, the
lagoons and dive centers, the extravagant
and elegant entrance, as well as the
numerous bars and restaurants and
Oriental spa, are all finally shaped to
Beggs’s liking after months and months of
detailed alterations, re-draws and fundamental changes.
The details, from the sit-down reception experience to the views from the
balconies, have been scrutinized and
analyzed, and Beggs believes he now has
the right plans to create perfection.
Much of the furniture will be custommade in China, Indonesia, and South
Africa, and there will be travertine
throughout the resort, glass laminate
balconies and glazing from Germany
that is resistant up to 160 mph hurricane
winds, which Beggs says he plans to submanufacture here in Cayman.
Beggs consulted with Kim Lund, one
of the leading real estate brokers in
Cayman, about what the key elements
were in a dream product, and he said
rentability, rental returns, appreciation
and sea frontage among others. “I used the
list and it was the right formula to create
the right product for the right conditions
and the product is becoming very exciting.
I am confident that I have designed this
resort to its optimum, and this is a
ground-breaking project,” says Beggs, who
admitted to purchasing one of the penthouse units for himself.
The project could take up to 26
months to complete after it breaks
ground and everyone will be watching

closely as what promises to be a unique
development for Cayman emerges. With
top brand names being courted, news of
which hotel brand finally signs on the
dotted line will be significant to the local
tourist trade, realtors and real estate
investors.
Having identified a serious lack of luxury accommodation in Cayman, Beggs is
going all out with this development to
demonstrate what ultra luxury resorts are
all about and, at the same time, hopefully
raising the bar for the standard of accommodation here for future projects. The
Islands Resort and Residence may be
Cayman’s first ultra luxury secluded resort,
but if it is as successful as Beggs predicts it
will be, it is unlikely to be the last. ❂

FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

PHONE: 345-949-9772
E-MAIL: KIM.LUND@REMAX.KY
KIM LUND
RE/MAX
CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.THEISLANDRESORT.COM
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RESIDENCES AT BEACH BAY

‘LUXURIOUS LIVING
FOR A PRIVILEGED FEW’
s the Cayman Islands continue to grow and embrace
both the demands of the fast-paced corporate world
and the needs of the discerning traveler, one new development is turning its focus towards exemplary service and a
tranquil lifestyle. By embracing exclusivity, elegance and luxury,
the Residences at Beach Bay is creating an escape from the hustle and bustle of tourist activities and rush hour traffic by offering a residential enclave steeped in personal choice and sophisticated hospitality which you can call home.
The Residences at Beach Bay is
located on the serene southern
coast between Pedro St James and
Bodden Town. Nestled on six lush
acres and overlooking a pristine
and
secluded
beach,
the
Residences at Beach Bay epitomizes the character and attitude
that has made Grand Cayman the
jewel of the Caribbean. Quiet luxury is the focus whereby finely
appointed Residences will be complimented by the finest amenities
and individualized services available affording owners welcome
and repose. This is everything you
have sought, but have been unable
to find.
Developer Kevin M Smith
describes the property as “the way
Cayman should be. We have
insisted that this project melds
with the genuine tradition of
Cayman and the Caribbean.
You’re not surrounded by seven
story buildings crammed into a
small plot of land or mind numbing traffic congestion. You’re
not sharing your multi-million dollar view with thousands of
transient cruise ship passengers. Beach Bay offers perfect proximity to the airport, Seven Mile Beach, Rum Point and East End.
If you want the glitz and glamour of Seven Mile Beach you can
be there in minutes, but now you can leave behind the crowds
when you go home to Beach Bay. Best of all, you don’t have to
leave Beach Bay unless you want to as all of your wants and
needs are catered to on the property.”
The Beach Bay lifestyle is a luxurious living experience for a
privileged few. The Residences at Beach Bay is designed to be
your Caribbean escape and, to ensure your total enjoyment,
owners and guests need not worry about property maintenance
and preservation. From replacing light bulbs to complete interior refurbishing, your Residence’s upkeep will be professionally
managed to surpass even the most discerning expectations.

A

Whether you are seeking a custom-tailored vacation or simply
wish to be left alone, your every whim is catered to.
With only forty-five Residences available for purchase and
nearly 40 percent already under contract, the Residences at
Beach Bay presents an incomparable lifestyle opportunity to
own at Cayman’s quintessential address. Each Residence has
panoramic ocean views and features three bedrooms and four
baths. To maximize the seaside experience, each Residence has
matching oceanfront master suites with full en suite and walkin closets. No premium Residence would be complete without
integrated entertainment or home automation, so the
Residences feature dual-zone climate control, motion-activated
night-lighting, cutting-edge media portals, IP converged
telecommunication system and full property coverage with
wireless internet. Meticulous attention to detail and foundations starting at twenty-two feet above sea level combine with
floor plans boasting almost 2,500 sq ft and a private balcony to
give each Residence ample room for entertainment and elevated views showcasing the stunning, turquoise Caribbean Sea.
The property will feature an on-site restaurant which will
serve an innovative selection of foods ranging from traditional
American favorites to Mediterranean influenced cuisine. The
restaurant will offer in-suite dining as well as alfresco beachfront service near the pool. Daily housekeeping, towel and laundry service, pre-arrival shopping and full concierge service will
be available to create effortless and hassle-free ownership.
Owners will also have access to the on-site boutique spa, fully
equipped fitness center, modern business center and beachfront
infinity-edge pool. For convenient access and transportation,
owners will be able to utilize a private jet partnership, a car hire

The Residences at Beach Bay is
designed to be your Caribbean
escape and, to ensure your
total enjoyment, owners and
guests need not worry about property
maintenance and preservation.

service and on-site climate controlled private car storage. With
convenience at your finger tips, every predilection is catered to.
Whether you are a resident of the Cayman Islands or looking for the perfect vacation home, the Residences at Beach Bay
understands that you are expecting more than a spectacular
location, exclusive amenities and high-end interiors. In addition
to the luxury amenities and enviable lifestyle, every owner
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receives complimentary membership into
the Elite Alliance’s premier exchange program. Similar to the popular private
residence club membership model but
designed for independent developments,
the Elite Alliance offers a simple exchange
program allowing owners to enjoy some of
the most sought-after destinations in the
world – including Tuscany, Cabo San Lucas,
Bermuda, Palm Desert, Jackson Hole, Deer
Valley and St Andrews. Clubs in the
Alliance meet premium standards of quality, service, location and amenities. Quite
simply, while you own in Grand Cayman,
you can vacation around the world.
“We believe you deserve more. Our
owners have worked hard and faced
demanding schedules to be successful, so
we want to create an environment that welcomes them and where they can come
home to relax,” says Mr. Smith. “Seven Mile
Beach is beautiful, but the recent explosion
in growth, modernization and constant
crowds make for a frustrating experience.
Besides all of the benefits of owning in
Grand Cayman, through the Elite Alliance,
our owners have the opportunity to vacation around the world. Golfing, skiing,
beaches and more; owning at Beach Bay
doesn’t tie you to only one location. It’s like
owning a home in premier locales worldwide without the expense.”
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Quiet luxury is the focus whereby finely appointed
Residences will be complimented by the finest
amenities and individualized services available
affording owners welcome and repose.
The Residences at Beach Bay accepts
two forms of ownership to present the
maximum in flexibility and convenience
for the buyer. As expected, traditional
Whole Ownership purchases are available
providing outright ownership for fulltime and exclusive use of your Residence.
The developer is also selling fractional
shares under the Select Ownership
option. Both transactions are sealed with
a deed recorded with the Cayman Islands
Land Registry ensuring your purchase is
guaranteed.
With Select Ownership, buyers are no
longer faced with an all or nothing decision. Instead, you may purchase denominations of 1/8 shares which guarantees six
weeks of use per year. The Select
Ownership purchase is a turn-key investment allowing you to own a multimillion
dollar Residence for a fraction of the cost.
Furnished to exacting standards and
including everything down to high thread
count linens and chef-quality cutlery,
Select Ownership Residences are available
for the discriminating buyer who expects
uncompromising luxury but will only use
their Residence on a sporadic schedule.
Whole Ownership purchasers can choose
to personally customize their Residence’s
furniture package and accessories or can
select from a variety of selected finishing
packages. Both ownership options will
enjoy all pleasures and conveniences available at the Residences at Beach Bay.

Scheduled for completion in late
2009/early 2010, the Residences at Beach
Bay will be a manifestation of many of the
most recognizable names in the industry.
Construction crews mobilized through the
end of 2007 in order to prepare the site for
full construction which is set to commence
in January 2008.
As the Cayman Islands mature to meet
the demands of sophisticated travelers and
savvy residents, the Residences at Beach
Bay offers a respite from the mundane and
a return to an idyllic Caribbean charm. ❂

FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

PHONE: 345-947-9306
TOLL FREE (USA): 800-940-9450
RESIDENCES AT BEACH BAY
P.O. BOX 10159, GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1002
CAYMAN ISLANDS
INFO@RESIDENCESBEACHBAY.COM
WWW.RESIDENCESBEACHBAY.COM
SELECT OWNERSHIP FROM US$359,000
WHOLE OWNERSHIP FROM US$1.7 MILLION
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CAYMAN OVERSEAS GROUP

WATER’S EDGE:
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
bservers have noted that the Cayman Islands do not
have a sufficient inventory of luxury accommodations
to attract visitors and home buyers to the region who
demand a true five-star experience. However, developer Fraser
Wellon and his team at Cayman Overseas Group are changing
that perception by continuing to create extraordinary properties
for the most-discerning clientele.
The recent completion of “Water’s Edge” in the heart of
Seven Mile Beach has raised the level of luxury condominium
accommodations in the Cayman Islands, and Wellon’s forthcoming “Watercolours” development will raise standards
even higher.
Wellon, known throughout the Caribbean as a developer
who builds the finest properties on the finest beaches, includes
in his Cayman credits “The Grandview,” “The Regal Beach
Club,” and “The Pinnacle,” one of Cayman’s most desirable
condominium addresses.
With Water’s Edge, however, Wellon elevated the concept
of luxury far above and beyond previous projects across the
island. From the beginning, the six-story condominium project
generated brisk sales, even before construction started in April
2004. Early investors saw their properties appreciate in value
long before construction was completed, and an active re-sale
market developed with some units fetching more than US$5
million dollars (or hundreds of thousands of dollars in profits
for pre-construction purchasers).

O

Such prices reflect the outstanding quality of this development which, according to listing broker Kim Lund, is unlike
anything ever brought to market in Cayman:
“No one has ever constructed a poured concrete building
like this on Seven Mile Beach,” said Lund (who should know
since he may have sold more luxury beachfront property than
anyone on the Island). “Fraser continued to raise the bar and
add structural strength and integrity, including a poured con-

crete slab over the roof. The building is a virtual fortress,
designed to withstand virtually any natural forces. There are
many other upgrades including Andersen windows, a backup
generator and cistern, and custom interior design of all common areas by International Design Group (IDG).”

Such prices reflect the outstanding
quality of this development which,
according to listing broker
Kim Lund, is unlike anything ever
brought to market in Cayman.

Spectacular amenities include a 65-foot-wide beachfront
conservatory and lounge and an ultra-luxury, three-level, infinity-edge pool.
Situated on 300 feet of the most exclusive section of Seven
Mile Beach, the communal facilities at Water’s Edge include a
state-of-the-art fitness center with plasma TV screens, massage
room and hot tub. A covered outdoor patio has been tastefully
furnished by IDG, as well as an extensive tri-level sun deck,
complete with a pair of outdoor Jacuzzis. All of this is accented
by lush, magnificent tropical landscaping that offers a stunning
backdrop to the opulence of the entire development.
Most of the 35 units have three bedrooms and comprise
well over 3,000 square feet. There are also three huge fourbedroom units of over 7,000 square feet. Each condo also features a beachfront terrace with “see-through” laminated glass
panels overlooking the tranquil Caribbean Sea. All kitchens
come with the highest quality, built-in appliances, custommade cabinets and separate laundry and utility rooms. The
huge master suites have spacious walk-in closets, luxurious
bathtubs, and Kohler bathroom accessories. Solid mahogany
double entry doors and superior finishes throughout add elegance to these beautiful residences.
Such a substantial investment in a luxury project is certainly not for the faint of heart. Even for an experienced developer
such as Wellon, there are no financial guarantees, and making a
return on such a high-end design can be very risky. However,
according to Lund, the development of the Ritz-Carlton gave
Wellon’s team a measure of confidence.
“We knew that The Ritz would attract affluent visitors and
investors, some of whom would prefer the quiet, privacy, and
exclusivity of their own condominium residence, rather than a
unit in a hotel setting,” he explained.
With the demonstrated success of Water’s Edge, Lund says
that the next Wellon project, called “Watercolours,” will be even
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more impressive. This development will be
built on the old Beach Club Colony site—
for more than a decade the most soughtafter and valuable piece of property on
Seven Mile Beach. It is unlikely that any
similar property will become available for
purchase for many years to come.
With plans to break ground in the fall
of 2008 and a completion date towards the
end of 2010, Watercolors will define ultra-

The building is a virtual fortress, designed to
withstand virtually any natural forces.

luxury in the Cayman Islands. Within the
first two weeks of the project’s announcement, 30 percent of the residences were
reserved—even though prices range from
well over US$3 million to just below US$6
million—a clear vote of confidence in
Wellon’s reputation to conceive, build, and
deliver magnificent condominium projects
on Seven Mile Beach.
As with Water’s Edge, the six-story
Watercolours will consist primarily of
three-bedroom beachfront units, although
there will be a few large four-bedroom
units as well. Watercolours will also be
constructed with poured concrete and reenforced steel with below-ground parking
and owners’ storage. Four guest suites will
be built to accommodate owners’ pilots,
staff, and guests. Facilities will include an
extravagant beachfront pool, lounge and
conservatory, as well as a beachfront fitness

facility, porte cochere, and lush tropical
landscaping.
With the arrival of Water’s Edge and the
imminent groundbreaking of Watercolours,
Wellon is one developer who is pushing the
envelope when it comes to luxury projects
in the Cayman Islands. His foresight, attention to detail, and dedication to always
exceeding expectations have made his projects among the most prestigious and the
most-sought-after in the Caribbean. ❂

FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT:
PHONE: 345-949-9772
E-MAIL: KIM.LUND@REMAX.KY
KIM LUND
RE/MAX • CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.THEWATERCOLOURSCAYMAN.COM
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INTERNATIONAL DESIGN GROUP

AN INSIDE-LOOK
AT WATER’S EDGE

or all of us at the International Design Group (IDG), creating the beautiful interior and poolside spaces at Water’s
Edge was both a challenge and a privilege.
Two years ago when we began the project, Fraser Wellon,
the developer, said those magic words that every designer yearns
to hear: “Make it simple, make it sophisticated, and spare no
expense in making it beautiful.”
Every project that IDG undertakes is unique. We work closely
with our clients—we’re very good “listeners”—and we never “duplicate” our designs. Our talented team of ASID-qualified interior
designers has the experience and the expertise to transform what
could be an “ordinary” setting into an “extraordinary” living space.
At Water’s Edge, our assignment was to design and furnish
all of the shared, or “common” spaces, from the grand entryway
to the communal club room to the patio overlooking the magnificent three-tiered infinity pool which looks out on fabulous
Seven Mile Beach. We also created the interiors of 13 of the individual owner’s living spaces.
To achieve the luxurious tropical look that we desired, we
obsessed about fabrics, colors, shapes, textures, art, and accessories. We sourced the finest furnishings from the finest suppliers in the world, including McGuire Furniture Company (which

F

also are leading providers of furniture to the Leading Hotels of
the World, owners of private yachts, and the finest private clubs
throughout the world). The outdoor furnishings were chosen
from the fine collections of JANUS et Cie.
McGuire’s “look” and designs, which employ rattan, woven
peel, solid teak, bamboo, Oriental hardwoods, laced rawhide
and aluminum, were especially well-suited to the organic interior
environments we sought to create at Water’s Edge.
Developer Fraser Wellon had this to say: “The team at IDG, under
the direction of Ashleigh Lund, performed brilliantly in creating
comfortable, yet elegant, living and gathering spaces throughout
Water’s Edge. I look forward to working with them again on
‘Watercolours,’ our upcoming project on Seven Mile Beach.” ❂

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW IDG MIGHT BE
OF ASSISTANCE IN CREATING BEAUTIFUL,
LIVABLE SPACES FOR YOUR HOME, OFFICE,
OR COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT: (345) 943-6464
OR VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.IDGCAYMAN.COM
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WATER’S EDGE
IDG

PORTFOLIO

Seven Mile Shops • 215 West Bay Road • Grand Cayman
Telephone: (345) 943-6464 • Facsimile: (345) 946-6465 • Email: Design@idgcayman.com • Website: www.idgcayman.com
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DIGICEL

DIGICEL TAKES ON
CORPORATE CAYMAN
aving successfully taken the
Cayman Islands’ telecommunications mobile market
by storm from the moment the company began doing business here in
March 2004, Digicel has now turned
its attention to the business community. Since 2006, the firm has been
offering a new range of corporate and
business
services, including fixed-line
JOHN BYRNE
telephone systems, broadband internet, Dedicated Internet Connection, Wi-Max technology,
and data transfer.
Considering the firm’s impressive success in the mobile
market, it is more than likely that Digicel will prove to be a formidable competitor in Cayman for the local corporate communications business market as well.
The firm’s story is notable and it has rapidly become the
Caribbean’s most successful and largest telecommunications
provider. From Haiti to Surinam and most recently in the British
Virgin Islands and Honduras, Digicel is operating in 23 markets

H

“With excellent rates, alternative
solutions, dedicated account
management, fantastic savings on our
wide range of products and services,
and above all a one-stop shop
for all telecommunications needs,
2008 is going to be a good year for
Digicel business customers.”

with 5.7 million subscribers and employing some 3,500 people
across the region.
It all began in 2001 when the firm exploded onto the
Jamaican market, where its incredible success set a precedent for
the firm’s future as it transformed the telecoms business in the
region. Having something of a Midas touch, each new market
launch brings notable success, and the firm continues to go
from strength to strength.
The advance of liberalization through the region’s telecommunication markets has offered untold opportunities to win
over customers with competitive prices and new services.
Having broken monopolies throughout the Caribbean, includ-

ing in the Cayman Islands, Digicel is considered to be an innovative organization that offers its customers value for money.
According to Managing Director John Byrne, “Wherever
Digicel sets up, it brings competition for the incumbent suppliers,
better customer care, and superior network quality—all of which
translates into a better service experience for the customer.”
The firm’s move into the corporate and fixed-line services
has also been a phenomenal success here in Cayman and illustrates the firm’s commitment to growth and its intention to
offer ever more competitive, diverse services to its customers.
Cassandra Harris, head of marketing, points out that the
company has already secured a significant slice of the local
business market.
“Some 50 percent of the large SMEs and corporate businesses in Cayman are now using our fixed-line service,” she said.
Competitive and offering an increasingly realistic alternative to
the existing telecommunications suppliers, Digicel can offer the
business community a number of unique services at favorable rates.
“We can offer satellite backup and we are the only company
in Cayman to offer this level of redundancy,” added Harris, who
also explained that the firm can provide local businesses Wi-Max
technology, including data transfer via that network—a crucial
service for the financial services and offshore business sectors.
As commercial communications demands grow increasingly complex, especially with financial services firms that depend
on guaranteed and dedicated access, Digicel has a number of
services and packages that help corporations combine those
ever more sophisticated needs and keep them connected to their
global clients and partners 24/7.
“We offer business packages that combine Broadband, telephone, Domestic Private Leased Circuits (DPLC), and
Dedicated Internet Access (DIA) services,” said Byrne, who
explained that the services Digicel offers are not only technologically superior but competitively priced.
Harris added, “In comparison to the major players in the
marketplace, we do compete on price and innovation. The average monthly savings of using the Digicel service is approximately 40 percent. One feature which offers fantastic value is
the fact that we offer per second rates on all local and cell phone
calls, while all other carriers charge per minute.”
For firms with significant numbers of employees using
multiple mobile phones on a consistent basis, getting billed by
the second can make a significant saving on the bottom line.
Digicel is also able to offer full internal switchboard solutions through the client’s choice of vendor, which enables the
firm to offer a full custom-made communications solution for
internal office networks. “We now offer PBX solutions through
a partnership with a vendor of choice on island,” said Harris.
As Digicel’s business services grow across the island, more
leading local firms turn to it for help with their communications
networks. The opening of Camana Bay has also given Digicel an
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AT A RECEPTION AT THE WHARF, OUTGOING DIGICEL MANAGING DIRECTOR JD BUCKLEY
WELCOMES HIS SUCCESSOR JOHN BYRNE TO HIS NEW POST.

The firm’s story is notable and it has rapidly become the Caribbean’s most successful and
largest telecommunications provider. From Haiti to Surinam and most recently in the
British Virgin Islands and Honduras, Digicel is operating in 23 markets with
5.7 million subscribers and employing some 3,500 people across the region.

opportunity to expand even further.
Already offering a range of data solutions
for the new town, Digicel will be catering to
the range of diverse business needs of the
firm’s clients who operate there.
At the start of the New Year, the firm is
poised to expand further the number of
corporate clients who are already employing Digicel’s communications services and
telecommunications solutions. According
to Sean Latty, Director of Operations, the
firm’s value for money will be just one of
the reasons why business services will be
growing in 2008.
“With excellent rates, alternative solutions, dedicated account management,

fantastic savings on our wide range of
products and services, and above all a onestop shop for all telecommunications
needs, 2008 is going to be a good year for
Digicel business customers,” Latty noted.
“We will be focusing on our culture of
innovation, bringing cutting-edge products
to our consumers, and we will continue to
offer cost-effective alternative solutions to
our corporate customers.”
Pushing to be the telecommunications
provider of choice across the board, Latty said
that this year, Digicel would be expanding
the range of services and seeking to strengthen the firm’s position as a full telecom solutions provider in the Cayman Islands.

With an impressive history both
across the Caribbean and here in Cayman,
Digicel will certainly be one local firm that
will be center stage in the island’s rapid
development. ❂

FOR INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT:
PHONE: 345-623-3444
STORE LOCATIONS:
ROYAL PLAZA AND THE GALLERIA PLAZA
GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.DIGICELCAYMAN.COM
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GOVERNORS SQUARE

36 BUSINESSES MOVE IN TO
NEW COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
f one development reflects the continued growth
and success of the Cayman Islands’ economy, it is
Governors Square on West Bay Road. This 160,000
square feet of prime retail and office space is the largest business and shopping plaza along Seven Mile Beach and is now
home to 36 different businesses.
When the developers, Governors Square Ltd., broke ground
on this state-of-the-art modern commercial site in April 2006, the
list of tenants was already growing.
“We never had to advertise this development. People just
came to us. They really wanted to be a part of it,” said Justin
Bodden, one of the directors.
The square has attracted a diverse range of commercial operations, which is not only a testament to the quality of the development, but also illustrates the need for more space to accommodate Cayman’s growing business sectors.
The first tenants began moving into the units in January
2007, less than a year after construction started. Leading local
companies, including financial institutions, retail stores, and
high-end restaurants, have all moved into the center, which offers
Category Five-rated hurricane protection, high impact glass, and
a 1.5 megawatt back-up generator. In addition, Governors Square

I

is elevated some eight feet above sea level, offering tenants peace
of mind no matter the weather.
One of the biggest attractions is the 40,000 square foot
branch of Cost U Less, situated just behind the square. The clubstyle department store opened just in time for Christmas and was
packed to the brim with bargains. It offers a diverse selection of
goods, from perishable foods to electronics. ❂

Balaclava Jewellers is pleased to
announce our recent move to
Governors Square, and we invite all of
our customers, clients, and friends to
visit us at our new location.

BDO Tortuga is pleased to
announce our recent move to
Governors Square, and we invite
all of our clients and friends
to visit us at our new location.
2nd Floor - Building 3.

Suite 5102, Ground Floor
OUR FRONT ENTRANCE IS INSIDE THE SQUARE

TEL: (345) 943-8800

ACROSS FROM BUTTERFIELD BANK.

FAX: (345) 943-8801
P.O. BOX 31118 SMB

TEL: (345) 945-5788
WWW.BALACLAVA-JEWELLERS.COM

GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1205
CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.BDOTORTUGA.COM
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KITCHEN ESSENTIALS THAT TRANSFORM THE DAILY ROUTINE OF COOKING
INTO YOUR PERFECT CULINARY EXPERIENCE

BIAS Investment Managers are pleased
to announce our recent move to
Governors Square, and we invite all of
our customers, clients, and friends to
visit us at our new location.

TEL: (345) 943-0003
FAX: (345) 943-0004
GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.BIAS.KY

Bon Vivant is pleased to announce
our new store at Governors Square,
and we invite all of our friends
to visit us at our new location.

TEL: (345) 623-COOK (2665)
FAX: (345) 949-0327
PO BOX 10593 • GRAND CAYMAN
CAYMAN ISLANDS KY1-1005
INFO@BONVIVANT.KY • WWW.BONVIVANT.KY

Halcrow Yolles is proud to have been
the structural engineers for the
striking new Governors Square project.
GOVERNORS SQUARE, SUITE 4-201

TEL: (345) 745-8123
FAX: (345) 745-8341
P.O. BOX 32334
GRAND CAYMAN KY1-1209
CAYMANOFFICE@HALCROWYOLLES.COM
WWW.HALCROWYOLLES.COM

Deckers Restaurant is pleased to announce
the arrival of their new restaurant,
Prime Brazilian Steakhouse at
Governors Square, and we invite all of our
customers and friends to visit us
at our new location.
TEL: (345) 623-7272
GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
WWW.PRIME.KY
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GOVERNORS SQUARE

The Audiophile is pleased to announce
our recent opening at Governors Square.
We invite all of our customers, clients,
and friends to visit us at our new
location, Suite 4-103, to see our wide
selection of audio and video equipment.

Sheena Conolly and Cayman Islands
Sotheby’s International Realty are
pleased to announce the addition of
their new real estate gallery at
Governors Square, and we invite all of
our customers, clients and friends to
visit us at our new location.

TEL: (345) 746-4434

TEL: (345) 623-1234

P.O. BOX 1250 • KY1-1108

FAX: (345) 623-1235

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS

GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS

THEAUDIOPHILE@WESTSTARTV.COM

WWW.SIRCAYMANISLANDS.COM

West Indies Brokers is pleased to announce our recent move to
Governors Square, and we invite all of our customers, clients, and friends
to visit us at our new location.
TEL: (345) 943-9400 / 916-7289 • FAX: 946-5125
GOVERNORS SQUARE • UNIT 2-105
GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS
EMAIL: INFO@WESTINDIESBROKERS.COM
WWW.WESTINDIESBROKERS.COM
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WATER AUTHORITY – CAYMAN

WATER, HELPING US GROW
he development boom in the Cayman Islands has
spanned over three decades and shows no signs of slowing down.
Since it was established in 1983, the Water Authority has
worked alongside local developers and the Central Planning
Authority to provide a clean water supply and wastewater treatment for new communities and commercial developments.
“With so many new developments, one of the major challenges we face as a nation is making sure that the rapid growth
does not inadvertently compromise our environment and the
health of our people,” said Dr. Gelia Frederick-van Genderen,
Director of the Water Authority. “Our ability to expand and
improve the water and wastewater infrastructure is critical to
sustaining such rapid growth.”
In December 2002, the Water Authority commissioned a
state-of-the-art Reverse Osmosis plant in George Town, in
addition to the existing plants in George Town and Lower
Valley. This landmark project allowed the Water Authority to
keep pace with increased demand. This was followed by
another major undertaking in 2005: the commissioning of an
advanced wastewater treatment facility, which treats the wastewater collected in the sewer system that serves the Seven Mile
Beach area.
“The proper treatment of sewage protects the health and
safety of the entire population, the environment and the fresh
groundwater that exists throughout Grand Cayman,” said Mr.
Brainard Watler, Chairman of the Water Authority.
As part of its mandate to protect Cayman’s groundwater,
the Water Authority also works with developers through its
Developmental Control programme. The programme provides

T

“One of the major challenges we face
as a nation is making sure that the
rapid growth does not compromise our
environment and the health of our people.”
guidelines and policies for wastewater treatment and disposal in
multi-tenant, commercial and large scale developments.
Looking ahead, the Water Authority continues to roll-out
its ten-year plan. In 2008 the Authority will begin the construction of a Reverse Osmosis plant in North Side. This will be the
Authority’s fourth water production facility on Grand Cayman.
The Authority is also active in the Sister Islands. Cayman
Brac’s serious water shortages were solved in the early 1990’s
when the Authority completed the Cayman Brac Water Supply
Project, comprising of the West End Water Works and a small
distribution system serving the west side of Cayman Brac. The
remainder of the Brac is provided with trucked water.
Other future projects such as the expansion of the West Bay
Beach Road Sewerage System and the completion of the piped
water supply network to North Side will also prepare the
Cayman Islands for the future.
As the Water Authority celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary, it renews its commitment to deliver pure, safe water to all
residents, and to protect our groundwater and the environment
through proper wastewater treatment and disposal for the benefit of present and future generations. ❂
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TOM JONES INTERNATIONAL

BUILDING A NAME IN CONSTRUCTION
lthough Tom Jones International may
be a relatively new name in the
Cayman Islands, the Tom Jones name
brings with it some of the best possible credentials from the world of construction.
President Hunter Jones says he was at the end
of a shovel when he was only a teenager and,
like his father, grandfather and great grandfather before him, building is in his DNA. The
well-known and well-respected family business, Tom Jones Corporation, is headquartered in Ontario, Canada.
Following Hurricane Ivan, Hunter Jones
was contacted by a business associate from a
firm of property insurance adjustors who were
looking for a contractor to help with estimates
in Grand Cayman. “I came down with a crew to
take a look,” he said, but in addition to the
obvious devastation, he saw “beautiful beaches, friendly people, great weather, and a thriving economy with lots of work”—in other
words, “an opportunity.”
Wanting to learn more and not
afraid of hard work, Jones took a job
with a Cayman contractor to learn more
about the island while at the same time
applying for and eventually securing a
Trade and Business License with a local
partner. It was then Tom Jones
International was born.
It was mega-developer Brian E.
Butler who liked what he saw in Hunter
HUNTER JONES
Jones and gave him his first big break: to
build the Beachcomber, an impressive seven-story condominium development on Seven Mile Beach.
“We made a significant investment and bought new equipment for the project, including cranes, trucks, and concrete
forming systems,” Jones said. “We had just one chance to prove
ourselves in a new market. We made the decision that if we were
going to do this, we would do it right.”
Apparently that decision is working out: According to Butler,
“Our decision to employ Tom Jones International for both our
40-unit Beachcomber and 30-unit South Bay Beach Club projects
has proven to be a good one. They are competent and a pleasure
to do business with. I would recommend them highly.”
Jones recognized that the future of the company would
depend in large measure on his ability to recruit and retain the
best talent in the industry. “We’ve tried to hire as many local
people as possible and while we have some senior team members borrowed from Canada, we have become increasingly more
aggressive in trying to find local people to fill the top jobs.”
While the family business has a reputation for quality concrete structures, the Cayman firm, as general contractors, takes on
everything from foundations to finishes. This means Jones must

A

CO
THE TOM JONES CRANE, HIGH OVER THE BEACHCOMBER
OVERLOOKING SEVEN MILE BEACH.

recruit and balance a substantial staff of workers with diverse
skills and expertise. Although he started in business by wielding
a shovel, these days Jones leaves the physical building to his
team, while he defines his job as “keeping the machine going.”
“To keep good people for the long term,” he said, “you can’t
have any gaps between projects. It’s my job to find those interesting projects and keep the guys working, happy, and well
rewarded.”
For Jones and his principals, Cayman is “a perfect fit.” There
are challenges, “but they are to be welcomed because, above all,
it’s the Island and the opportunities here that I love.” ❂

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ANY OF
TOM JONES INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS,
CONTACT US AT 345-943-0333 OR
MAIL@TOMJONESINTL.BIZ
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Size doesn’t
matter
to Us
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McALPINE LTD

BUILDING THE FUTURE OF CAYMAN
stablished in the Cayman Islands in 1971, McAlpine
Limited is one of the country’s largest local general contractors and has made a significant contribution to the
modern landscape of Grand Cayman. From the Legislative
Assembly Building to Citrus Grove, to the new financial services
center, 62 Forum Lane at Camana Bay, McAlpine has constructed
some of Cayman’s most well-known buildings and has, in the
process, built itself a reputation for quality construction.
As the foremost local contractor with more than three
decades experience building in Cayman, McAlpine brings a considerable amount of relevant expertise to each project. As part of
one of the UK’s largest contractors, Sir Robert McAlpine, the firm
can also draw on extensive resources to meet the demands of
even the most complex projects.
It is, however, the firm’s local experience that Mr. Ian Pairaudeau,
General Manager, believes is the secret to McAlpine’s success.
“Our ability to combine the strengths of our local and expatriate workforce to achieve our objectives affords us considerable
advantages over international contractors. With a well-trained locally based team experienced in building here, we offer our clients
dependability and relevant expertise,” Mr. Pairaudeau explained.
“We are extremely proud of the progress we have made in
recruiting Caymanians to work for the company. It has been the
goal of our Managing Director, Mr. Henry Propper, to train and
promote Caymanians to the highest positions. We currently
employ approximately 80 Caymanians in a variety of positions
from senior management to site operatives. We were the first
local contractors to send Caymanians overseas to learn carpentry, quantity surveying, engineering, and other skills.”
The reputation McAlpine has for bringing in quality work
on time owes much to the fact that it has a stable workforce
which is less influenced by immigration issues, employee shortages, and international market fluctuations.
Another driving force in this contractor’s continuing success
is its expertise in constructing concrete frame office buildings.
This kind of construction is desirable in an island environment,
and McAlpine has been the leading contractor in this area.
“We have proven over the last 10 years that concrete framed
construction can be as fast and as cost effective as any other type
of construction used in Cayman. McAlpine owns the plant and
equipment and has the experienced labor to construct these
projects on island. These type of buildings are more durable,
easier to maintain, and perform better particularly in the face of
a hurricane or earthquake,” said Mr. Pairaudeau.
After Hurricane Andrew struck Florida in 1992, developers
became much more interested in buildings that could withstand
extreme weather conditions and natural disasters here in the Cayman
Islands. That was compounded by the islands’ own experiences
with Ivan in September 2004, which has led to a greater demand
for the hurricane-rated buildings in which McAlpine specializes.
“Hurricane Ivan proved that if Cayman is to remain a major
financial center then we must ensure our businesses are adequately
protected in the event of a natural disaster so that there is little or no
interruption in their critical business activities,” said Mr. Pairaudeau.

E

MCALPINE’S EXPERTISE: ON DISPLAY AT CAMANA BAY
Citrus Grove was completed in August 2003 and is designed
to 300-year storm specification (Category 5 Hurricane). The
building performed exceptionally well during Hurricane Ivan,
and became the temporary location for many businesses whose
premises were destroyed. The anchor tenant Deloitte had no
interruption to its business activities, and the building now
houses the 911 emergency call center—a genuine reflection on
the true strength of this building.
Changes in planning laws have also seen McAlpine continue to develop expertise in new fields of construction. The
Butterfield Bank headquarters, which is nearing completion, is
the first seven storey building downtown and the new iconic
Walkers building are two projects which are now considered
“high rise” construction and have their own unique challenges
in regards to code requirements and constructability.
With their highly trained staff, access to necessary resources,
and, above all, local experience, McAlpine continues to be an
attractive alternative for developers. The firm can offer its clients
sensible no-nonsense advice about specific projects and lead
clients in the right direction to achieve their goals.
“We have recently completed Boundary Hall in Cricket
Square, for the Flowers family; this was our second building in
this development,” said Mr. Pairaudeau.
McAlpine’s consistency and ability to complete major projects on time, a crucial element in modern development, means
they have an enviable track record which has attracted repeat
clients resulting in multiple projects for the company.
Looking to the future and the firm’s continued success,
McAlpine is determined to deliver well-constructed buildings to
clients on time and on budget. Recruiting and training local staff
remains a key element of the future strategy as does pushing forward to meet the new challenges that will come from Cayman’s
changing landscape. ❂

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
McALPINE LTD AT 345-949-4666
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Strong Windows and Doors

Strong Selection—Strong Service
IMPACT TESTED WINDOWS AND DOORS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE HURRICANE DAMAGE

SERVING THE CAYMAN ISLANDS FOR OVER 20 YEARS

STYLISH MIAMI-DADE CERTIFIED WINDOWS

PATIO SLIDERS AND FRONT DOORS

ENERGY EFFICIENT AND SOUND RESISTANT

BUILT AND INSTALLED BY PROFESSIONALS

(345) 949-9385
A R A L C O @ C A N D W . K Y
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LANTERN POINT
Features 2 bed / 2 bath condos
Pre-construction prices...from $219,000

PHASE 1 & 2 SOLD OUT
The perfect location, in Prospect Point, close to shops, schools and minutes away from George Town,
solid construction, poured ICF solid concrete walls, beautiful European design, solid wood kitchens, gated
community, two pools, gym & clubhouse, elegant balustrades, Spanish-style roofing, lush tropical landscaping, Cathedral ceilings and sea views.

VALENCIA HEIGHTS
Features 2 bed / 2 bath or 2 bed 2 1/2 + den
Prices...from $209,000

SOLD OUT
Great location, on Crewe Road, George Town, close to schools and shopping, solid construction, poured
ICF solid concrete walls, standing seam roof, beautiful European design, solid wood kitchens, including
appliances, full size washer & dryer, over 9’ ft ceilings, 18”x 18” European tiling, oversized pool & kids’ pool,
two Caribbean style cabanas, gated entrance and lush tropical landscaping.

for more information call 345.949.4979 or info@davenportdevelopmentltd.com
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COLDWELL BANKER

HERE, THERE
AND EVERYWHERE!

ver the years, the Real Estate business in Cayman has
transcended local boundaries. With the expansion of
foreign interest in our upscale hotel and condo properties, no longer can a successful company get away with a marketing plan made up of only a roadside sign and an ad in the
local paper. At this stage easily half of our business involves foreign participants and if Cayman is to continue to grow that
trend will only continue.
The secret to being a successful sales firm is based on three
things: market awareness, effective marketing, and excellent service.
Market Awareness comes from experience and the understanding of what factors affect the market and in which way. Our
market has its own supply and demand curve and unique factors
which will affect both those bedrock principles. You have to be
sure of those elements to give good practical advice. What to
look for in a company to make sure you are getting this: intelligence, local awareness and a well-thought-out Comparative
Market Analysis.
Effective Marketing means knowing who your target market
is and how to reach them most effectively. Today this means
having access to media that can reach your target while not causing your company to go bankrupt doing it. All owners like to see
their property exposed, but will that exposure provide a buyer?
The glossy magazine looks great, but in today’s world is it as
effective a marketing tool as, say, a well-placed web presence?
Your firm needs to know these answers and make the right decision in terms of promotion. What to look for in a company to
make sure you are getting this: an understanding of the target
market and a marketing plan which addresses that.
Service is why the true real estate professionals will never be
replaced by a website. This is all the between-the-lines personal
information which a buyer or seller needs that leads comfortably
to a final decision. This is the personal connection and the little
things that are inevitably required to be done in each deal to
ensure that both the buyer and seller are happy with the outcome.

O

What to look for in a company to make sure you are getting this:
A Comparative Market Analysis which covers what they will do for
you, and an organization with the ability and reputation to do
whatever it takes to get the job done.
In short, if your firm has local market awareness, international reach, and the service base and reputation for providing
personal yet professional service, your Cayman Real Estate experience is bound to be a good one.
Coldwell Banker has just been honored as the world’s
Number One real estate franchise for the 8th straight year by
Franchise Times. We must be doing something right!
JC Calhoun has been a member of the CIREBA Boards of
Directors for the past 20 years and is the Senior Broker in the
Cayman franchise as well as a shareholder of the Coldwell
Banker franchise for the Caribbean and Atlantic Islands. ❂

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US AT:
MAIN OFFICE: 345-623-4411
CAYMAN BRAC OFFICE: 345-623-2722
LITTLE CAYMAN OFFICE: 345-948-1083
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT OFFICE: 345-623-7368
INFO@CIREALTY.KY
WWW.CAYMANISLANDSREALTY.COM

CAYMAN ISLANDS REALTY

“Here, there and everywhere!”
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HOME GAS LTD AND TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY LTD

BUILDING A BETTER CAYMAN
THROUGH GREEN TECHNOLOGY
hile Home Gas and Trenchless
Technology are both under the
Bodden Holdings Ltd umbrella
of companies, they are separate and distinct
businesses, yet complementary in many
ways. Both companies share a passion for
protecting Cayman’s precious environment. Their services employ the latest
technology to help residential and commercial developers take a “green” approach
to their businesses from the ground up.
Trenchless Technology specializes in
underground drilling to install new
pipelines for utilities, cables, wiring, irrigation and more. It is the only company
serving Cayman with horizontal directional drilling that can drill through solid
rock as well as under roads, buildings,
sidewalks, and landscaping. Using
Trenchless Technology, builders and
developers are able to minimize the environmental impact of the site and minimize disruption to the adjacent public
areas. Eliminating the need for open
trenches provides a much safer, more
cost-efficient way to bring construction
projects in on time and on budget.
Home Gas Ltd partners with
Trenchless Technology to bury propane
pipeline connected to underground gas
tanks for individual and community
propane distribution systems. Underground
propane storage tanks are long-lasting,
environmentally friendly, and well protected in the event of a hurricane. Since
only the dome is visible, these tanks can
be easily incorporated into most landscape designs. A full underground
propane system combined with backup
propane power generators will ensure
homeowners will never have to worry
about loss of power.
Trenchless Technology and Home
Gas Ltd work with developers, contractors, and builders to save time and money
on their projects, while helping to preserve the natural beauty of the Cayman
Islands. By offering the right eco-technology to grow homes and businesses here
today, these two firms are doing their part
to ensure a sustainable environment of
these islands in the future. ❂
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CGMJ ARCHITECTS
DESIGNING CAYMAN’S

AIRPORT OF THE FUTURE
he original collection of buildings forming
the old Owen Roberts Airport Terminal
had adequately served the pre-boom
Cayman of the ’60s and early ’70s. By then, however, it was clearly time to prepare Grand Cayman
for its future as a financial center and tourism destination, heavily reliant on air traffic.
The Caribbean Development Bank (CDB)
sent Al Wason, an economist from Barbados, to
advise the Cayman Islands Government on a
facility which would be able to meet its financial
obligations to the bank. An assumed annual use
of 440,000 passengers was the basis for the terminal design, which was to serve the Island’s air
traffic needs over the next 15 years.
Jim Bodden, Minister of Tourism at the time,
with his “don’t-bother-me-with-problems; let’s-get-it-done” attitude was clearly the driving force behind the design and construction of the most prestigious development of the day.
Architects Chalmers Gibbs Martin Joseph were appointed
to undertake the design, and it fell on the shoulders of young
architect Arek Joseph to deal with the Government of the day, as
well as take instructions from the formidable Jim Verran who
was then the Director of Civil Aviation, to be succeeded by
Sheldon Hislop. The architect’s design team was assembled and
included Ray McIntyre, John Martin, and Jerry Sibley, who
administered the construction stage of the overall project.
Arch and Godfrey were awarded the construction contract
and in recalling the project, Arek Joseph notes that “a proud
highlight was that the entire complex of the new terminal, Civil
Aviation offices and control tower, parking, external works, airside ramps, and associated infrastructure was completed on
time, on budget and without, as far as I can remember, any of
the conflicts so common to such large projects.”
The “A-frame” that greets arrival passengers has become a
familiar symbol offering a message of welcome to a modern
place with traditional values. Chalmers Gibbs current Managing
Director Wil Steward reflects, “The existing ORIA Terminal
design is a tribute to the founders of modern Cayman, but it was
past time to embark on the planning of a facility which will
serve the next phase of our Island’s growth.”
In the wake of Hurricane Ivan, the Cayman Islands
Airports Authority (CIAA) determined that the time was right
to begin the process of expansion, rather than investing in
major repairs to a damaged and now-outdated Owen Roberts
International Airport.
In 2005 necessary repairs to the existing terminal were carried out in order to keep it functional during the interim.
However, master planning studies moved quickly forward to
assess the changes required to accommodate today’s larger aircraft, meet projected increases in passenger loads, and incorporate changing international security requirements.
Embarking on the task of expansion, Chalmers Gibbs
joined forces with architects Reynolds, Smith & Hills of
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ABOVE:
The design for the
future airport terminal.
RIGHT:
(From left to right)
Arek Joseph,
Tino Gonzales,
Hon. Jim Bodden,
Jerry Sibley, and
Sheldon Hislop.
Jacksonville, Florida, a firm with offices throughout the United
States, specializing in airport design and master planning.
The stated objectives of the project were to renovate and
expand the terminal to provide travelers with a state-of-the-art
facility sufficient to accommodate use projections for the next
10 to 20 years.
The current master plan will expand the existing building to
more than 165,000 square feet, more than double its current
area. The new design will increase ticketing areas, and increase
the size of the arrival hall and departure lounge. It will provide
passenger bridges for simultaneous boarding of multiple aircraft
during all weather conditions.
Consistent with current trends towards increasing in-terminal services, food and beverage as well as retail concessions areas
will be considerably enlarged, helping in part to fund and maintain the expansion. The new terminal will offer improved safety
and security as well as provide separate domestic passenger holding and baggage claim areas for traffic between the Sister Islands.
The first phase of the expansion project will be completed in
2010 and will require a major intervention in the arrangement of
the existing terminal over the next three years. The renovations to
the “landside” parking areas, currently under way, are the first
stages of this work. John Martin, Chalmers Gibbs principal
responsible for the project, likens the renovation process as being
“similar to open heart surgery while keeping the patient at work.”
However, temporary inconvenience should be a small price
to pay for Cayman residents and visitors to see Owen Roberts
International Airport evolve into a modern, spacious, and convenient passenger terminal. ❂
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FINEST PROPERTIES

FINEST STAFF

FINEST SERVICE

MEMBER CIREBA

Butler Properties currently represents the following
new luxury condominiums in the Cayman Islands:

THE BEACHCOMBER
THE BLUFFS AT PEDRO
CARIBBEAN CLUB
IVORY SANDS
THE RENAISSANCE
THE RESIDENCES AT THE RITZ-CARLTON
SOUTH BAY BEACH CLUB
AND OTHER FABULOUS INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

(345) 946-7888

WWW. BUTLERPROPERTIES . COM

